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Children with learning disabilities have had 1?18.ny 
labels attached to themo 'fbe most popular labels have 
been minimally brain-damaged or percept~lly handieappedo 
1'esp1te these different labels, there is a common element 
in each learning disabled childo All seem to have probleml!t". 
in perceiving. processing, and.interpreting 1nformatl.on 
in academic:'. subject areaso W.i t~\~t.n.is in mind, the ··1mpl1ca-
t1ons for the learning disabled child derived from~Piaget•s 
theory of conservation.· which involves perception an.a the 
processes of logical thought 0 should be obvious. 
Acc~rding to Piaget, the child's ability to comprehend' 
the principle of conservation as it applies to matt~r and 
quantity is a landmark in the development of logical'.think-
1ngo Prior to this achievement, the child's thoughts tend 
to be dominated by his perceptions. He may follow two 
different lines of reasoning to oonfl1ot1ng conclusi:ons 
and be unaware of the contradiction. Beyond the attainment 
of conservation, thought becomes more conceptual. 'l'he 
child is less likely to be deceived by the appearance of 
stimuli. He can deal with more complex relationships, not 
only taking into account the immediate situation, o~t 
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mentally mak1.ng comparl sons .. and .re la.ting them to prev1 a.us 
exper1enee (Almy •. 1966). It P.1aget!s theory of e.onserva-
tion is vi.able. for the learning d1.s.abl.e.d. child, that.1.s, .. 
1f 1 t may. be shown that .th1..s ... t.ype ... o.f' .... eh1.ld . .l.s. actuall:, ... 1r.L .. 
a pre-logical stage of th1nk1 .. ng.,. then. several issues.reiat~ 
1ng to the field of learning d1sab~l1t1.es .. may be seen •. __ 
C'b.rrentlt, research. in learning. d.1.sabi.11 ttes. 1.s pr1-
mar1ly c:oneent.rated on. peree.ptual .. d1.f.f1.c:u1-t.1.es and .on .. the .. 
training and strengthening .o.f. pe.rc.eptual .. pro.blem .. :areas •...... 
The sucee ss of these perceptual ..... t.r.aining . pr.ograms ..... .1.s. gener-
ally measured by . eLther .improvement .on ... the .same tasks 
originally used. t.o tes.t the. ehi.ldren, .. o.r .... by adm1.n1ster1lig ... 
achievement test.s over .. a. pe.r1.od ... of'. t.1me .t.o. see if'.1.mprova-
ment. in perce.pt.uaLareas .has .carried .. o:v.e.r ..... t.o. im.prov.ement .. 1n ... 
the classroom, Th.e .. result.a .. from .... the.se .. programs ai'e equ1:vo~. 
cal, and 1 t seems that .. wha.t. may be .. ne.e.de.d.is .a. new ... approach. 
to measuring the effect ot. learning. d1.sabi.11t;y programs .•... 
Is 1 t possible that. Piag.et.•.s. co.nservation task.s .. may be .... 
an adequate measure .of. the ert.ec.ti:v.ene.ss .. of. p.erce.ptual .. 
training and, .or, .... le.arning ... d1 sab111 .. t;y_. program.a.?. . .. Perhaps 
conservatlon .. t.ra1n1ng ma;, b.e. an. es.sential .. ste.p 1.n the .. 
instructional program.s for.. thtLle.a.rn.ing_ .. disabl.e.d .•.. If. this 
were so. then how .. would. d1t'f'.e.re.nt .. oon.serva.tion .. tr.a.ining 
procedures .. af.1'e.c.t. the .. l.earn1.ng ... d1.sabl.ed?. To. answer .such ... 
questi.ons., background stud1.e.s .. on. the .-1earn1ng disabled .and. 
conservation abilities are neede.d. A review .or such.1.1.t.era-
tur.e ... ..revea-ls t.ha-t.-no:th.1ng has been done in this area. ffie 
present. study: .deals. :w.1.th the rela.t.1onsh1p. of learning. 
disab.111.ti.e.s to .. conservat.1.on.abilLtie.s .. by. oomparing ... a .. 
le-rning. di sable.d .. group ... witn. a ... non~learning .... d1sabl.e.d .... .gro.up. 
on two task.s .1nvo.1Y.1ng conser.va.tion .. or. cont1nuou.a..quant.1.t7 .. 
and of substanc.e. . In. addition, .. descr.1.pt.1ve .. 1nf.ormat1.on. 
concerning the. stlmulus ... d1m..ens.1ons. attend.ed .. to .. and. th.eir 
relat.1on. to .. the le.vel ... ot' .. oonse.rvati.on. among these .chi.ldren 
will be examinedo 
Statement of the Problem 
Many studi.es have repliea.te.d Piaget's.. findings .and 
have conf'irmed .the. exi.st.ence. of. ... the .. non!'!!'.conse.r.v.a.t.1.on. . .. 
phenomenao Such replication.s .. are. a .. ne.ede.d ... ste.p ... ln ... th.a 
verification of Piage.t.• s. findlngs., ... 'l'hese . s.tud1.e.eL pr.imar.117 ... 
deal with normal populations. and.,. or,. mental ... detec.t1v.eso .. 
They correlate intellectual .. abtll.ty., .. readlne.ss,. ach1.evement, 
and reading with c.on.ser.vatlon.0 •. and .. deal .. :with .. the .... e.tteo.t.s. ot 
training in conservati.on .. u.sing ... pe.r.o.eptuaL .1.11.usl.o.n ... and. 
conflict (Almy, .. 1966)... Howe.ve.r, ... no. s.tudi.es ... dea.L ... d1.1:.e .. c.t.l.7 ... 
w1 th .chi.ldr.en. d1ag.nos.e.d .. a.s .. hav.1ng .. learn1.ng.. di.sabl.1.1.ti.es •......... 
The pr.oblem .. of .. 1.nade.quate __ Jmo:wle.dge .. or ... l.earn1ng ... d1.sab1ll.t.1e.s ... 
as re1a.ted ... to. eonservation abi.11 ties is the basis. of the . 
present study, 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to compare a group of .. 
second-grade children who have been diagnosed as having 
learning disabilities with a matched group of non-learning 
disable.d children. on. two. c.onservation tasks including con-
servation of continuous .quantity and. c.onserv.ation. of 
substance. The relationship of learning.disabilities to 
conser:vation abilitie.s .. is exam1ne.d by .. p.rovidlng .statlstical 
and descriptive 1nformatlon conc.erning the performance of 
these. two groups of. chi.ldren ... on.the .above-men.t1.on.ed conser-
vation taskso This 1nformat1.on may .serve as a base for 
further studie.s co.ncerning conservation abi.lities. of the 
learning disabled and. the effe.ct of conservation training 
on the learning. disab:Led •. 
Basic to this study. a.re. these que.st1.on.s.a 1.) Do 
learning disabled children display abill.ties .. to .. c.onserve 
which are similar to tho.se .dis.played by: children without 
such disabilities. in conserY.at1on of. ... conti.nuo.us quantity 
and conservation of substance? 2). Do learning disabled 
children attend to similar stimulus dimensi.ons .as .do 
children w1 thout. such disabili.tles in c.o.nservatlon of 
substance and contl.nuous .. quanti.ty:.? '.3.) Is ther.e a rela-
tionship b.etwee.n the .. stimulus .. d1mensi.on ... that. 1.s .. moat. 
salient for the child and his level of conservation? 
Clarification of Terminology: 
Learning Disabled 
To assure that the learning disabl.ed are not co.nfused 
with slow learners or mentally retarded, an IQ cut ..... .oft of 
90 or above is used. The operational definition utilized 
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1n this study 1s as follows, The learning disabled are 
defined as those children with IQ's or 90 or above on the 
Wechsler Intelligence Seal.e. !.et Children who exh1bi t below-
grade placement a.chievement in school. Thl1!JL.low achievement 
is considered a performance on. the. Me.tropo.litan .Achievement. 
~ of at least four months below grade level in .. one or 
the major academic areas of reading, spelling, and arithme-
tic and achievement in all other areas that is at least one 
to three months below grade equivalenceo 
Non-Learning Disabled 
In relation to the above definition of the learning 
disabled and achievement, the non-learning disabled group 
is defined as those children.with IQ's of 90 or above who 
show ave.rage or. above .ach1e.v..e.me.nt .. on .. the Metropolitan 
Achievement~· This average or above achievement ranges 
from (but does not include) minus. fo.ur months of grade 
equivalence to no maximum limit. 
C'onservat1on 
The definition of conservation utilized here is based 
on Piaget's def1nit.1on (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969)1 C'onser-
vat1on is the idea that quanti.t7 and substane.e do.not· 
"'change when they are transformed in shape or appearance. 
Stimulus Dimension 
Stimulus dimensions are those characteristics that 
children attend to when objects are exposed in their visual 
field. As an example, in conservation of continuous quan-
t1 ty, the.se dimensions may be height of water tn a glass, 
the width of a co.lumn. of water, or the quanti.ty or amount. 
in a glass, regardless of height or width. For conserva-
tion of substance, the dimensions may be size or shape of a 
piece of clay or the substance or amount regardless of size 
or shape. 
Level .Qt. Conservation 
The levels of conservation prescribed to 1n this study 
are based on Piaget's research (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969) 
and on a modification of this.re.search. into a scoring 
criteria reported by Achenbach. (1969 ). These levels are 
thus outl 1ned 1 1) Non-conservati.on. is defined by the 
child's inability to recognize.that.amounts have not 
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changed even though .. they may appea.r.dif'terent. His judge-
ment is tied to only one d1mens.1on 0 such as height or.shape. 
2) The transitional. child vacillat.es. 1.n his response to 
the conservation problems, respo.nding .to different st.1mulus 
dimensions at. dif.ferent times, . In. addition, his explanation 
may be borderline, that is,. it ... is .. based. on perceptual 
judgements and an incomplete .. or .partially logical explana-
tion.. J) The conserving child.will give at least .. one 
rational reason .. when. asked .. why.: .. the .amounts do not change 
after the change in appearance •. On.e such response ts that 
if the liquid or mass were returned to 1ts original con-
tainer or shape, then the two or1g1nal .. oonta1ners or masses-
would be of equal amount, This. is the negs.ti.on. argument, 
A second reason is the 1denti ty arg.ument I The child 
reasons that the amount is the sames nothing.has been 
added or· taken away,. A thi.rd argument, involving compen-
sation, involves the recognition·that a decrease in one 
dimension results in an increase in another dimension 
(Ginsburg and Opper, 1969). 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Piaget's theories on the development of logical 
thinking, and particularly the central concept of conserva-
tion, continue to be the focus of vigorous explorations and 
discussionso However,.w1th1n this realm of exploration. 
the field of learning d1sab111t1.es 1.s overlooked. This gap 
in research neoessi tates a review of llte.rature oonta.ining 
some, but not all, of the variables found in this studyo. 
That is 0 in each study reviewed. the i.nte.lligenoe .. l.e.ve.l,. 
the age, or the grade. of .. the. sub.je.c .. t .. s .... may .. not .have .. b.e.en .the 
same as the present study, .but .each. .. study .. doe.s .. deal with . 
either conservation of continuous quantity or conservation 
ot substanceo 
This chapter is divided into thre.e. sections •. These 
sections provide a framework for .Cha.pters. II.I, .. IV, and.Vo 
The first section includes a .. brief review of. Pis.get.• s con-
servation theory, replteations of. Piaget's experiments, and· 
controversial 1 ssues that. are relevant_ to eons.ervat.1on of 
continuous quantity and coneervatlon . of sub.stanceo The 
second section includes research that eon.o.erns .attention .to 
stimulus dimensions as related to conservation ab111t1es. 
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The third section is a summary of the research and its 
implications for the present study. 
Piaget's Theory of Conservation, 
Replications, and Research 
In Piaget's theory or cognitive development, the con-
cept of conservation, which may be defined as the ability 
to recognize invariant properties of an. object de.sp1 te 
physical transformation, marks the. transition from pre-
operational to logical though.to .. Piaget. r.eels .that from 
four to seven years of age 9 the ch1l.d' s thinking depends 
upon his percepttono During th1.s pert od 0 the. child centers 
on one dimension or element of. a situation, .ignoring all 
others; but from seve.n to eight years of .age.o. he is able to 
break away from the influence. of percept.ion. and is increas-
ingly able to apply logical thought .. t.o. praotio.al. problems 
and situations (Lovell and Ogilivie, 1960). Piaget be-
lieves that the acquisition. of cons.ervat1on proceeds 
through an unvarying. developmenta.l_sequenee, thro.ugh which 
each child must passo For example, .. the eons.erv.ation .. of 
quantity, substanoe,weight, and.volume.are all. similar and 
follow a similar course of developmento These types of 
conservation. involve a f.ir.st phase .in. which .. the oh1.ld must 
recognize that two amounts .are e.qua.lo .. A sec.ond phase in-
volves a visible transt'ormat.Lon which. may be done. by e1 ther 
the child or the experimentero The child must once again 
judge whether the amount 1n question is still the same. 
9 
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These typee of conservation involv.e a sequence of 
development in .wh1.oh the. children begin by failing to con-
serve, and require a period of development before they are 
able to succeed at the tasko Piaget. has postulated approx-
imate age norms for. this .sequence of dev.elopment. For 
example, 1n the case of continuous quantity, in the first 
phase (two identical glassee, each filled. with an equal 
amount of liquid), the youngest child, around four or five 
years of age, will correctly conc.lude that the. amount.a of 
liquid are equalo However, if a transformation is performed 
by pouring the liquid into a.differently shaped beaker, 
the child will maintain that. the .amounts are not equal. 
When asked to explain his answer, he says that the glass 
with the taller column of liquid has the greater amounto 
His judgement of amount is centered exclusively- on. the 
heights of columns of liquid. In the se.oond. phase, the 
child of five or si:x: years varle.s .. in his response to con-
servationp sometimes .. o.oncentrat.1.ng .. on .height of the columns 
of liquid~ and sometimes on the width of the c.olumn of 
liquid., During the third phase. 0 at six or seven years of 
age 9 the child is capable of oonservationo. He may attend 
to several d1mens1.ons and to the t:ransf.ormatlon, and be 
able to logi.oal1y. explain why. the amounts are .st.1.11 the 
same. In the case of conservation of substance, a pro-
gression similar to that of quantity appearso 
While all conservations follow a similar course of 
development, Piaget claims that there is no transfer be-
tween tasks. For example, the child may master conserva-
tion of quantity and substance at about six or seven years 
of age, but does not conserve weight until nine or ten, 
and will not understand volume until eleven or twelve. 
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There is a lack of generalization from one substantive area 
to anothero To Piaget, this illustrates how concrete the 
thinking of a child aged seven to eleven is. This child's 
reasoning is tied to particular si tuat1o.ns .. and objects; his 
mental operations in one area a.re not transferred to an-
other, no matter how useful 1 t. might be .. ( Ginsburg and 
Opper, 1969)., A. number of studies have replioated Piaget's 
findings regarding this invarian.t developmental sequence 
and have tended to confirm his findings (Hooper and Sigel, 
1969), but they have not confirmed. hi.s. ag.es for the acquisi-
tion of conservationo Indeedo more recent studies by 
Piaget.himself.have pointed up to the flexibility of these 
age norms. 
However, within this general. f.r.am.ework .. o.f conserva-
tion0 there are several issues .that need further.analysi.s, 
which are directly related to the. proo.edures involved. 1.n. 
conservation of quantity. and. of .. s.ubstanc.eo ... The. firs.t con-
cerns a controversy over what is ,.aet.ually: .being meas.ured in 
the standard conservation. task.a .. In .a. study.: reported .in 
Sigel and Hooper. ( 1.969.), Elkind .. (1967) .. expresses a belief 
that al though Piaget• s analysis ... of ... conse.rv.a.tLon rests on 
identity conservation, his assessment format 1s exclusively 
equivalence. Elkind views identity conservation as the 
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realization that a single stimulus transformation does not 
alter the fundamental property of quantity. This may be 
illustrated in the following manner. The subject agrees 
A=B\ then a:: is transformed into c, thus B=C'o In equiva-. 
lence conservation, the subject must realize that the 
quantity does not vary although one of the factors involved 
in the transformation has changedi thus,. he. must recognize 
that A=B, then B·, is transformed. int.o Cs .. thus A;:C (Hooper, 
1969). The above equivalence task is utilized. by Piaget. 
to measure both identity and equivalence conservation, 
based on the assumption that these.two.types. of conserva-
tion develop simultaneouslyo. Elkind disagrees with Piaget. 
on this assumption and concludes that identl.ty oonservati.on 
precedes equivalence conservation and.is.a necessary, but 
not a suff1c1ent 0 condition for the .. att.ainment .of equiva-
lence conservation. . Studt.es .1.nv.e.st1.gat1ng Elkind• s 
conceptual distinction vary: in. the1rf1nd1ngso Hooper 
( 1969) concludes that identity oo.n.ser.vation precede.s. 
equivalence conservation, and that this makes the .. use of 
Piaget's standard conservation taskquest1onableo .Papalia 
and Hooper ( 1971) also c.1.t.e. evidence. as .to the. deve.lop-
mental priority of identity conservatlono .However,. Papalia 
and Hooper ( 1971) note several studies which fa11..to .f.lnd ... 
this priority 1.n f1rst-.grade 9 . seccind ... grade, and third-grade 
children. They conclude that the developmental priority. 
of identity to equivalence conservation is found only in 
the younger age levels and not in older first, second, and 
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third-grade children. This finding is.significant to the 
present. study because the convergence of identity and equiv-
alence conservation appears .to.be supported 1n the case of 
second-grade children, .. who are the. subjects of thl s study; 
thus, Piaget•e standard conservation tasks appear to be 
valid for the second-grade age levelo 
Another issue in question is the controversy over the 
use of chronological age in Piaget's studies. The use of 
chronological age in Piaget• s studies ts .. justif.ied by the 
assumption that it equates subjects for background experi-
ence and knowledge and for physica.l and mental. developmento 
Acetording to Sigel and Hooper . ( 1969 )o .studies hav_e shown 
that there are different behaviors attr.1 buted. to different 
chronological ages, which seems .. t.o attest to. the value of 
chronological age as a control .. variable.o. However, the fact 
that some younger child.ren. are able .t.o .. pe.rf orm comparably 
to older children points ou_t the need of a mor.e .valid 
method of equating experience and maturity o . With this in 
mind, recent etudies have looked at . the. relation bet.ween 
chronological age, mental a.ge, and intellig.enoe quotient, 
as it pertains to conservation pertormaneeo 
Achenbach ( 1969) examined mental age and. chronologlc.al 
age in normals and retardates .. and concluded ... that .. chrono-
logical age is me.aningless .without reference to. mental. ageo 
He found that. the mental age lev_els at. which. a. maj.ori.ty of 
subjects made conservation responses corresponded more 
closel;y to Piaget's chronological age normso However, 
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Brown. ( 1.97:3) has raised serious .meth.odol.oglcal objections 
to Achenbach' s study. The issue_ 11.es in the. conoept .. of .. the 
mental age score itselfo Heal (1970) and We1r (196?), as 
reported in Brown (1973), !lay that the mental age can be. 
seen as a measure of level and rate. of. developmento. . Thus, . 
retarded children w.ould be. expected to perform well. on 
tasks reflecting experiential factors, but poorly on speed 
of learning taskso Conseque.ntl.;v., ... 1.t .. seems tha.t the. perform-
ance of mental age ... matched groups on. conservati.on .. t.ask.s .. 
would reflect the degree to whic.h 1nental age and the conser-
vation task measure experien.tlal .factorso On. the bas.is of 
this, Brown :t"ee.l.s tha.t a. minimally .. acce.p.table .me.tho.d .. f.or 
comparing normal and.retarded children is to match the re-
tarded group with a normal chronological. age group and 
mental age group compari.so,n as Denny:. (.196.4). did. Brown 
used this method in comparing normal,. bright and retar.de.d 
children and found. that retarded children performed l.ike 
normal subjects of the same mental age b.ut .. l.ess.:welLthan. 
their normal chronological age peers.on_ c.ontlnuous .. quanti.ty 
and number 11 while bright chi.ldren did not perform. as e.f'.fi-
ciently as their no.rm.al.. mental ... ag.e. ... pe.ers., .. but .. more. 11.ke. 
their normal chrono1ogie.a1. age pe.er.so. Brown conc.luded that 
experiential and 1ntell.e.ct.ual. factor.a_ are .. involved .. in.both 
the mental ag.e a.core .itsel.f and conservation .performance •.. 
P--rom these results, it may he se.e.n.tha.t .. bo.th the. me.nt.alage 
and chronological. Q.ge scores are valuable only inso.far as 
they measµrf experience in the group being measuredo 
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Brown.• 1 study- re.veals .that . the. me.ntal. age so ore may be tine 
for the retard.ed, but the chronological age soor.e is ade-
quate for the non-retarded. 
This study will use chronolo.g.ieal. age .... as .a control .. 
variable assuming that it is.a viable measure for. the groups 
in question and that the .mental ag.e.score has no.t really 
added much to the me.thodolog;r. ot. P1age.t.~ s ex.pe.r1men ts.. .. In . 
addition, it is felt that because Piage..t's was a.cl1nioaL 
methodology 0 and ohronologioal .. age .. w.asL.adequate .. for .. h1m 9 •... 
then an experiment bas.e.d.-..on P1age.t~.s .. the_ory:~ . ..and .. procedures. 
should also be concerned-with chronological age. 
Research on Stimulus ... Dimenslon.s which 
Receive Attention on 
C-onservation Tasks 
According to Piaget, the non-conserving child of four 
to five years centers on the dimension of height. for judging 
amount, and he is unlikely to pay.attention .to the actual 
transformation or other dimensions involved. In order for 
the non-conserving child to acqutre. oons.e.rva.ti.on .. ab111tie.s., .. 
it is nece.ssar.:, for him. to de"!"center., .tha.t .. 1.s., .. he must .be. .. _ 
able .to .attend. to. the transt..ormat.1 .. on ... 1.tse.lt. as .. well as the 
dimensions 1.nvo1ved .. (Ginsburg .. and ... O.p.per,_ .196.9.). ..... 
S.everal stud1e.s . de.al. tdth. d1me.n.s1.onal .. pref erence.s and. 
have found that. childre.n .are. mor.e. l.ike.ly. to .. maste.r .the .. c.on.!'". 
cepts that are related to the d1men.s1ons that .they fi.nd ... 
most-,saliento Using this as a basis, Gelman ( 1969a) exam-
1ned the relationship. or stimulus. dim.ensi_on. pret.erenee to 
conservat.1 .. on. pe.r:rormance o .- .He. hy.po.t.he .. si.z.e.s .... tha.t ... non.'!!'" 
eonse_rvera, . as measured_ on standard .. c.on.servat.1.an. tasks, 
diffe.r ... 1.n the.1r.at.te..nt1on ... to ... stimnl.us... d1m.e.ns.1o.ns. from.eon~ 
servers, Gelman .us.es.a. three .dimens1onal..pr.e.fe.rence ... ta.sk. 
and measures attent1.on.-to.he.1gb.t,._ :w.1dth11 and qua11tl.t.7. 1nde,. 
pendentl:, of a conserv.atl_on ... o.f ... 11.qu.1.d .. quant.1.ty .. t.a.sk •.. His. 
subjects are kindergarten. non~conse.rv.ers .. and ... eonserve:r.s. 
Gelman concludes that kinderg.arten non ... oonservers .. fa1.l the 
conservation task because they .. a.t.t.e.nd ... t .. o. d1me.n.s1ons .. that 
are prominent but irrelevant .. to eonser.va.tiono . .In. contrast, 
kindergarten conserve.rs. attend .. to. d.1.m.enai .. ons ... re.la.ted ... t.o. 
conservation, such as qua.nti.ty O and ignore the irrelevant 
dimensions (Miller, ... .1973), 
A study by Miller ( 197l) examines Gelman.! .. a hypo.thesis 
and suggests that both k1ndergarten .. c.ons.e.rver..s_.and ... non-
oonservers attend to a dimension (.usually: height.). that ls 
irrelevant for conservation, However 0 third-grade oonser-
vera attended to the relevant d1mens1o~ .ot .. quantity .. whi.cb. 
suggests that tor this age. leve.1.9 .... quant.1.ty has beeome .. an 
important dimensi ono .... In short,. & ... kindergarten. child• e 
attenti.on. t.o a. etimu1us .. d1menslo.n .. does .. no.t ... predie.t .whe.ther 
he wi.11 be .. a .. non~c.onse.rver.or ... a.oonse.rver.0 ... whi.le. for th1rd-
grade. eonservers 11 .the. .. op.pos1..te .... may. be t.rueo. 
Miller also attem.pts. .to. answ.er .... thtL que.stl.on .of wh;y 
non-oonservers attend to height rather than .. widtb. She 
suggests that height may either be the oµtstanding 
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perceptual. feat.ure ... or that .. a oognLt1.ve .belier may under.lie 
th1so Fo.r example, height may be. more prom1.nent ),.eoause as 
water is pouredi.nt.o a o.onta1ner 9 .. .1t.s ... w1dth .. Ls ... 1mmed1ately 
covered whl.l• ... the .. height. _gradually ... 1ncrea.se s ... unti.L the 
container 1 s full o _ This. vert.1-cal .. movement .. of .. the .. Jfater may 
be quite eompell1ng ,. thu.s, . one. way_ of .he.l.ping a .. c.hlld to 
de-center from height may be to .conee.al. the. c.onta1ner be-
hind a screen during the transf'ormationo .If the non-
eonserver is reflecting a cogn1.t1ve. bel1.e.r, .. t.he.n .. he_ may 
Tiew height as 1nd1cat.1.ng. amount a ... thus, .. he. 1nte.r.prets. con-_ 
servation in terms of promi.nen.ce ... ~nd quantity as he under-
stands 1 t -- as liquid. hei.ghto 
'rhe previous stud1 es . have .fo.und .. equ1 .. vocal . re.sul ts as 
far as attention to .relevant. an.d 1.rr.ele.vant. s.timulus dimen-
eions and their relation to ... c.onse.r:vat1.o.n ... 1.n .. kindergarten 
childreno Miller explai.ns .these ... di.fference .. s .. b.y. m.od1.fy:1ng 
Gelman• s original hypo.thesls. She says .. that when .. a child 
first begins to develop eons.ervati.on_ .1n .. the .. form. .. of. a con-
cept of quantity O he oan ... de.mons.trate .. it ... only .... whe.n ... trained 
to ignore irrelevant d1mens1onso .. Otherwise, he attends to 
the_ most prominent dimension .. such. a.s height •... However, at 
the kindergarten age, unless th1s. tra1n1,ng. is .very strong 
and direct,. then ... the .oh11.d. will still pay attention to only 
the promi.nen.t. _ dimensi.on ..... 
The increased re.levanoe of .. the ..... dlmensio.n .. o.r_ .. quant1ty 
seen by third-graders is explained by Miller in terms of 
the1-r .. ab111ty to switch attention to several dimensions 
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including .quantity, wh1.ch _ se.em.s .. t.o .. reflect .... a. developmental. 
trend t.oward the. facility of sw1 tch1ng attention f.r.om dimen-
sion to dimension. 
These f1nd1ng111.are .. 1mportant .. t.o .. the ... present s.tudy .. 1n .. 
terms of background and in t.he. deirelopmen1:.o.f._ hy..po.theses .• 
If conservers and non-oonservers attend. to .. di!f.erent stimu-
lus dimensions as Gelm.an (1969a) says,. o.r.to. similar .... 
stimulus dimensions as Miller (.19.7.3) say.Se .. the.n one ... or. the 
other wi 11 hold true for. sec.ond!!,>grade ... ch11.dren .who are. 
learning di sabled or non-learn.1ng .. disabl.e.do . _ F.urthe.rm..or.e • . 
if there is a developmental tre.nd in .abill.ty.: to. sw1t.ch. ... f.r.om. 
one d1mens1 on to another •... then .. suoh.a .. trend .... wi.11...be. .... e_v.1.den.t ... 
in second-grade students .. who .. are .le.arn1ng. disabled. and .1.n 
those who are non-learning disabledo 
Summar:, 
A brief review of Piaget• s theory of oonservatio.n ... ha.s 
been g1 veno More extensiYe treatments .of. this t.opi.c .. may. be 
found in Hooper and Sigel .(1968.), .. Ginsbur.g._and .. Opper. (19.69) 11 
and Almy ( 1966) o Piage.t • s studies have been repl.i.cat.ed .. 
many times and in a large number. o.f s.tudles, .. the .. findings 
remai.n equivoo.alo ... Ho:we:ver,s.evera1 .1.saues. may .. be ... re.lated. 
direc.tly. to. the .pre.sent .. s.t.udy.o .... .St.udie.s ... a.t .... .o.dds .. wit.h. the 
standard. c.onserva ti.on .. task ... and ... what .it .. mea.s.ure.s. have .... gen.er~ 
ally c.onclude.d .that .. Piaget.!.a ..... ta.sks ... measur.e .. two ... s.eparate. 
conservations a identity and equivalence., However,. all .. such 
studies agree that this developmental sequence is not found 
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1n children 1n the first and sec.ond-grade level. Tb1.s find-
ing sup.p.arts. the .use .. o.f. the standard .. P1.aget.1an. quantity and 
substance task. for. sec.ond-grade .. student.s •. 
Studies examining the relationship of chrono.log1oal age 
and mental age. to cons•rvatio.n .pe.rt.orm.anc1Lhav.e .. r.ound ... that 
the mental age actually.adds. lit.t.le .. t.o Piag.et.•.s ... m.ethodology. 
It seems that the utility. of. both .. chronologi.cal .. ag.e .. and 
mental age depends on how adequate .. a .measure .or experlence 
they may beo With .. re.gard .to. the. eft.1c.aey ... of. bo.th meas.ures, 
the findings are equivocal •. Thus,. 1t .. appears that .. it may 
be up to the researcher as to. whi.ch he wants. t.o. use a. 
chronological age, mental age, .. or .both .. t.ogether11 ... Be.c.ause 
Piaget• s was a clinical methodolog.y:., ... the.se .. p.roblems were 
of no concern. to him, and. chr.onol.og.1.cal .. age .. was .... adequa.te •. 
Consequently, a r.e.pli.cat.i.on .o.r .P.1age.t-' s .. tas.ks ... x.o.uld . ,probably 
more appropriately use c hronol.ogl.cal ... age ... t.o _ re.pr.e..sent ... the 
child• s level of conservat.1ono ... In .. .add1t1on, .. 1.t .. should .. be 
noted that our public . schools. rell' on .. the .. us.e .. o.f chronolog-
ical age for placement which would again suggest.the 
appropriateness of chronological age. as a c.ontro.l .. variable. 
The research dealing with .. pe.roep.tual...salie.nc.e .1s al.so 
equivocal as to relevant and irrelevant ... sti.mulus. d1mens1ans . 
and conservationo W1 th. thi.s. 1.n-m1.nd, ... the. prese.nt. s.tudy .in-
vestigates this area. in. terms .. of ... p.e.rcept.ual .. salience, its. 
relation to the conservation. level of the child and .. wi.l.L 
look for any apparent developmental trends dealing with. in-




This chapter presents ll,ypothese.s and ... research questions 
developed from Chapters I and II, a descriptlon of.the 
sample, methodology, including mater1al.s and procedures, 
scoring and classification of da.ta, and the procedures for. 
analyzing the datao . .Research .. 1.1.mitatlons. are stated so as 
to define the boundaries of this study. 
Hypotheses 
H.ypothesis Io There is no significant difference in 
performance between the learning dis.abl.ed.child.ren . .and the 
non-learning disabled children on. tasks of conservation of 
continuous qu.ant1tyo 
H;y:pothesis }Io There. is .no signl,~l~';lnt differ!~~~ ~~ 
performance between the learning d1 sabled. chil.dre.n . and .. the 
non+.ilearning disabled children on tasks ot conservation of 
substanceo 
Besearch Questions 
Research·Question I. Do learning disabled children 
displ•Y abilities to conserve which are similar to those 
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di11pla7ed,'b7 children. w1thout .. learn1.ng .. d1.sablli.t1es on .tasks 
of conservation of. continuous .. quan.t.1.ty? 
Research Question :ri, Do l.earning disable.d .. ch1ldr.en 
attend to similar stimulus .dimen.sLon.s .. as .. do ... ch1.ldren .. w1.th.out. 
learning disabilities on tasks. of conservation or continu-
ous quant1.t;v?. 
Hesearoh Question III •. Is the.re a relationship. be.~ 
tween the stimulus dimension that .. is mo.st salient .... for. the . 
. learning disabled child and the stimulus dimension that .. is 
most salient for the non-learni.ng .. disa.bl.ed .. ch1ld ... and .... the. 
children's level of conservation of tasks of continuous 
quantity? 
Research Question. IV, Is there an observabl.e .. develop-
mental trend for the learning . dl.sable.d. ehildrJ1n .... whi.ch .1.s. 
similar to the observable develo.pme.ntaL. trend_f'or. the .. non.~ 
learning disabled children, 1nvo:;Lv1ng .. the. ablll.ty. t.o ... use ... 
different stimulus dimensions in a conservation of.quantity 
task.? 
'Research QueatiOI Vo ]Jo learning .. disabled .. child.ren 
display abil1 tfe:s to oons(larv.e. whi.clL are. s.1m1.lar,. to .tho.Se 
displaJed by children without lelrning disabilities on t•sks 
of conservation. of. substance.? 
. . . ' 
R-esearch.· Qµe.st1,9:1. VI •... Db :Learning disabled -~-J...1,iren.. 
at tend to ... slmi.lar .. stimUl.1111.. diinen!llo.ns .. as ..... d.o ... ch1ldre.n .. w.1.th~ 
out learning d1sab1·11tiee on tasks or eonserv:at.ion ot 
substance? · "' 
Research Question VII, Is there a relationship between 
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the stimulus dimensl.on.that __ i.s .. m.o.s.t .. sali.ent .. fo.r ... tbe .. le.arn-
ing disabled child and the. stlmulu.1sdlm.ensl.on .. that ... 11! mo.st. 
salient for the non-le'arning disa.bled chi.ld .. and .. the. chil-
dren's level ot con.servat1.on ... on. tasks ot. 11ubstance.? .... 
'Research Question VIII. .Is. the.re .. an. observable .. devel-
opmental trend f_ar. the. learn1.ng .... d1sabl.e.d .. ch11dr.en ... wh1.olL.1JL. 
similar to the observable deve.lo.pm.e.ntaL t.r.end .for the n.on-
learn1ng disabled children, involving the ability to use 
different stimulus dimensions 1n a conservation of substance 
task? 
Dlseription of Sample 
The subjects are. twenty-six .ae.c.ond..~grade .students 
( twenty-two boys and four. gi.rl.s..) ... from .six .elementary ... scboo.la 
in a predominantly rural .. communi.ty:o ..... Tfle .. t.o.tal ... enrollment . 
of the six elementary s.ohools ... 1s. 1~0.0 .. w1t.h. a. total s.ec.ond. 
grade enrollment of 1930 Because of the small nnm.be.r .. of. 
students who met the learning .d.1sabled .. crlter.ia,._.1.t .1.s. 
necessary to utilize all who were available and ... eould be 
matched with a non-learning disabled student •... 
The original .plan.of .. the .. study .. was to .. in.clude .an even 
number of. male.a .and .. fe.ma1.es in .. the experiment. _ ... How.ever,_ 1 t .. 
was ne.cessary .. to .. drop .. from ... the .. expe.r1ment ... f..our .. f . .ema1.e.a.·_who. 
met the learning .. di.sabl.ed crit.eria . b.e.cauae .. ot _ d1.f.t.1cul.t1.e.a_ 
in matching ... age. and .... 1nt.ell.1gen.c.e. quo.t.ie.nt .... l.eve.1.s .with th• . 
non-learning disabled groupo In add1t1ono .. there .we.re no 
other.females available that would fit the learning dis-
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ab111 ties ori ter1.a. Con.sequently,. add1 ti.onaL male. subjeo.ts 
are utilized t.o bring the total number of subjects to 
twenty-six. 
Methodology 
The subjects are divided into. two groups of 13 each on 
the basis of a elassif1catlon of.learning disabled and non-
learning disabled. The learning disabled group meet the 
operational def1n1 t1on d1seus.sed .in Chapter .I. To meet the 
achievement criteria, scores on the Metropolitan Achievement 
!!.,!!o 19?0 edition. form F, are utilized •. The standard 
error of measure of grade equivalence on th.e Metropol1.t.an 
is three-tenths of a year. Thus, students who.are four or 
more months behind grade equivalence are considere.d low 
aeh1everso The learning d1sable.d group surpasses. the level 
of four months set in the operati.onal. def1n1 tion, .. as all 
performed at least six month.a below.grade e.quivalence in 
one of the major academic areas. of .. reading, spelling, or 
ari thmet1co To meet the IQ ... cri.t.er..1a, ... the ... l.e.arn.ing .. disabled 
group must have obtained a full'!'!'sc.al.e.IQ of. 90.or .. ab.ove on 
the Wechsler Intelligence ScaltL!.2£ Children .. (WISC). 
As shown by Table I, the two. groups are .. :mat.ched a.a 
closely as poss1 ble. regarding .. I.Q, ... s.ex,. age .. .a.t ... the ... time the 
WISC was given, and chronological.age .on Apr11 tS,, 1974. 
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Table I.I de•cr1 bes the cyl1ndr1cal glass beake.re. use.d 
in the conservation of continuous quan.t1 t.;y. task •... Four 
ounces of water, tinted. blue b;y one dro.p of .. :tood. c.ol.o.rlng, 
is poured 1nto each of' beakers A. and . .B 11 whi.ch are 0£ .. equal 
sizep to begin the. task •. F.or the.. .o.on.ae.r:v.at.1.on ... ot .subatance 
task, eight ounce.a of' mo\ieling. c.lay: .. a:re ... used a.nd d1v1.ded 
into two balls of four ounces each. 
Beakers 





MEASUREMENT OF GLASS BEAKERS 
D1amete.r Height 
j 1/8 ino 3 7/8 1no 
4 J/4 1no '.3 1/8 in. 
2 J/4 1no 5 7/8 1no 




10 1/2 oz. 
27 oz. 
lJ 1/2 OZo 
6 oz. 
Each child is given the quantity task first and then 
the substance task in an individual $ess1on with the exam-
1nero This fixed order of presentation is.used.while 
assuming, as Piaget does 0 that the differences are develop-
mentally determ.1ned and that practice effects .. are minimal 
over a brief time span (Elkind 0 . 1961)0 .Each session lasts 
approximately. ten minutes and takes place in a small room 
at their school. 
Conservation Tasks 
After a brief conversation to.establish rapport, the 
conservation tasks are introduce.do ... Each ,c.onserva.tlon. task 
begins with an, equlva.lence task and ends wl th the question, 
"Why do you .. think so?" . 
Conservation of continuous quantity may be detected by 
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this si tuationo The child is presented w.1 th two .1.dent.1cal 
beakers (A and B) 11 each. t1ll.ed with equal ... amonnts. of liqu1.d 0 . 
and is asked whether the ... two glasses .have .. the. same ... am..ount ... or. 
not the same amount to drinko .. After he agrees to the equiv-
alence ot quantities, the 1.1.quid. is. pour.ed.by .the experl-. 
menter from beake.r B into a third, .. dlss.imilarly: shaped . 
beaker C"e The column of l.1qui-d. in. the .. third .. glass. (and the 
glass 1 tself) is both shorter and .. wider than. that in the 
remaining original glasso The ohi.ld is .n.ow aske.d whether 
the two beakers (B and C) have equal amounts. . It he asa.ert.s 
that they do, he 1 s asked to explain . why. o. .. The ... 11q.u1d .. .in . C". 
is then returned to the original beaker, .. and the .. .ch.11.d ... 1.s. 
again asked if A and B have identical. amountso . The .. ab.ave. 
manipulation is repeated, this. time.w.1.th .... a. __ glass ..... (.D) ... whi.ch. 
is taller and thinner than. the. o.r1g1na1 b.eakers.. F.inall.7-, .. 
the liquid of B is poured into. a. set (E). of thr.e.e .. smallar_ .. 
glasses., and the same questi.o.ns .. are .. a.sked .. wi.th ... the add1. .. t1.on 
of gestures or any further e.xplanati.on .. tha.t ... 1s ... n.e.ce.s.sary: t.o .. 
be sure the Ss understand that they sb.ould. compare .the amount 
contained in the set (E) wi.th that ... in .glass . .A. 
In the ease ot conservation . .or. substanc.~,- .. the .. chlld ... i.s 
presented with two identical balls ... o.t' .. claY.o ... He 1.s .. f1.r.st_. 
asked whether there 1 s the same am.ount . of clay: in bo.t.h. 
ballso It' he does .not .. think. so,. he .. is asked to add. o.r take 
away some clay to make them identl.calo ... Then, .. the .. expe.r-1.."". 
menter changes one of the balls to a pancake shape while.the 
child wateheso_ The child must now decide whether or not the 
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ball and. the. pannake. have eq.ual amo.unt.s . of ... sub.st.ance. .As in 
the liquid si tuatton, th.e balL is. changed .. i.nto. ... a varlet.y of 
different shapes (pancake, sausage, and a.set of three small 
balls). This procedure is taken from the general experiment 
described by Ginsburg and Opper (1969). 
Scoring and Classification of De.ta 
Scoring 
During each session. of the. ex.periment, a score. sheet 
containing the previously descr1.bed. procedure was used. An 
example of this score sheet follows. 
~onservat16n of Continuous Quantity 
Equ1 valence 1) Do these two glass.es have 
(A & B) the same o:r not the same 
amount to drink? 
Conservation a)Now do the two glasses 
(A & O') have the same amount 
or. .. 11-ot the same amount 
to drink? 
b) Why do you think so? 
Equl'talence 2) 
<• .& B) 
Now do these .. two .gla.l!iaeil. 
have the. same amount. or .. 
not the same amount to 
dPink? 
m>n,ervat1on c) Now do these two. gl.aases 
(/l &., D'~ have the sa111e .amo.unt .. o.r 
not the same amount to 
drink? 
d) Why do you think so? 
Equivalence '.3) Now do these.. two glasses 
{ A & B) have the same amount .. o.r 








(A & E) 
Now do these glasses 
have the same or not 
the same amount to 
drink? 
f) Why do you think so? 
eonservat1on of Substance 
Equivalence 
(A & :a:,) 
1) Do these two balls have 
the same or not the same 
amount of clay? 
Conservation a) 
(A & C') 
Now do these two balls 
have the same or not 
Not 
Same Same 
the same amount of clay?_ 
Equivalence 
(A & B1) 
b) Why do you think so? 
2) DO these two balls have 
the same or not the 
same amount of clay? 
C'onservation c) 
(A & ll) 
Now do these two have 
the same or not the 
same amount of clay? 
Equivalence 
(A & B) 
d) Why do you think 10? 
3) Do these two balls 
have the same or not 
--
the same amount ot clay? ____ -
Conservation e) 
CA & E) 
Now do these have .the 
same or not the same 
amount of clay? 
r) Why do you think so? 
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The scoring was then based onthe following criteria 
taken from the. general principles la.id d.own. by Elkind ( 1961), 
Gol.dsm1d (1969 lo and. Smeds1und (1964) and reported .by 
Achenbach in 19690 
Non-Conserving ResJ:?onses 
Points 
(0) Not same11 (Subject says they are not equalo) 
(1) Sameo (Subject says they are the same, but 
with inadequate or no explanationt) 
(Magical, tautological, no explanations for 
example 9 •.r dreamed 1to That•s the way it ls.") 
Transitional Responses 
Points 
(2) Same (Subject says they are the same, but. 
with borderline explanati.onoJ. 
(Perceptual explanations tor example. "It 
looks like it willo" "It looks the sameo" 
"It's long enoughott) 
cronserving Responses 
Points 
(j) Sameo (Subject says they are the same with 
logical explanat1on 9 but not mueh.1nfer,mee 
as to what the child meant. Doubt.f.ul ... or 
borderline oases are. t.ransit.to.nalo For. 
example, "Because it fits thereo" "ooeboth 
the sameoo•"t and "ooothat's bigger ••• •) 
(a) Cbrreet reference to the object having 
fit beforeo For example., "It. :fit. 
beforeo I tried 1to" 
(b) Correct reference. to the preservation 
of the object•s ldentltyo For example, 
"It• s the same o It hasn! t_ .. chang .. edo" 
( c) C-orrec t reference to the re.as on for the 
perceptual ohangeo For example, "It 
just looks differento"' 
Class1t1oat1on of Data 
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The child is olass1t1ed as to his level of oonservation 
in the following wa10 Points are awarded for the child's 
explanation after each of the three transformations in-
volved 1n each of the conservation taskso The level of the 
child' a conservation abilities is then bas.e.d on the. total 
number of points awarded for the three explanations in each 
task. 
For example, if a child is awarded a total score rang-
ing from zero to two points for all three explanations, he 
)0 
is classified as a non-conserver.. Thus, .. the le.a.st number. of 
points corresponds with the most illog.lcal .answer,. that i.s, 
the 1nabili t;r to recognize the equi.val.ence o.t .. amount.s r while 
the most number of points a non-conserver could receive and 
still be labelled a non-conserver .1a associated w1th .. one .. 
two-point borderline logical explanation out of the three 
possible answers, 
A total score of three to six points for all three 
explanations causes the child to be put.in the transitiona.l 
level of conservation, His answers on the transformations. 
may recognize that the amounts are the same, but he ls. 
unable to logically explain why, For example,. the least 
number of points he could obtain and. s.t.111 be .labe.11.ed 
transitional is three points which could be.arrived at.in 
two ways I First, through the .reoogn1tl.on .. o.f the equivalence 
o f a.mounts alone with no . e.xplana.ti.on. or an inadequate. 
explanation on all three transformations; or secondly, he 
could have one inadequate one-point explana.tlon and one. 
two-point borderline logical explanation out of the three 
possible explana.tionso The most points he c.ould obtain and 
be classified as transitional 1s six pointso This may.be 
arrived at in two ways.a First., .. the child may: explain all 
three transform.a.. t1ons with a .. two .. point borderline logical. . 
e:xplana.tionv or he may .. ut.111ze tw .. o three.'!"!po.1nt .logical ... 
explanations out of the three_pos.sible explanatl.ons. 
To be labelled a conserver, the child has to recognize 
that despite each transformation, the amounts are still the 
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sues and he has to be. able. to log1.c.all:, explain why on .. at 
least one or the three required -'l.Xplanations •.. For example, 
the least number of points he could obtain and sti.11 . con-
serve is seven points, w:hi.ch .. c.ould .. be .arr1v.e.d.at .. ln ... tw.o ... 
ways a two three-point logical explanat1ons .. and .at. least 
a one-point recognition tha.t ... the. am.aunts ... ar.e .. t.he .same .on ... the 
other of the three explanations., .or ___ one log.teal. explanation . 
and two two-point borderline explana.t.iona •....... 
As can be seen, the level. of. c.onservat1on .of .each. child 
depends on the ab111 ty of the child to .. rec.ogniz.e. t..hat .... :the 
amounts in each conservation. t.a.sk ... do ... not. ... c.hange., ...... d.esp1.t.iL.the. 
transformationp and on his ability to logically explain.why 
they do not ohangeo 
tla.ta Analysis Procedures 
The data anal:,sls. pro.cedure.s ... ar.e ... de.s1gned.to provide 
comparative and descriptive inf.ormation con.cern1.ng the .. two 
hypotheses and the eight research. .que.s.tlona .at.a.te.d ..... at. the 
beginning of this chapter. Eac.h .. or. th.e ... hy.p.othes.e.1. and. 
re search Q.ue sti ons ar.e .. elo.s.e.ly . .tnter.r..ela.te.d ... and ... 1nt..orma.t1.on ... 
in one will help to c.larify .o.r add .. to .the. other, ... The. two 
hypotheses are statements of no. signi.tl.cant. di.ffe.rence. 
between the learni.ng disabled .. a.nd __ non"!!.learning ... d1.sabled .. :w.1th 
regard to thei.r pe.r:f ormanee .on. conser:vat.io.n .of .. continuous 
quant.1 ty and conserv..ation .of.. substance •.... 
The procedures tor analyzing both hypotheses are the 
same •... The child• s conservation classification is based on 
)2 
the t.o.tal number of poln.ts. awarded,. us.ing .. the .. scoring 
criteria, tor the three .. ex.planati.ons .1.n .each. .of .. the. tasks,. 
Following this. the total. s'?_or.es a.gain. are .. used, .. but .J;.bia, 
time in a pooled variance formula t-test to measur• the - ' 
significance or non'!'!'a1gnif1.cance .. . o.t .. the .r.e.sul.t.s •.. 
"\,, 1: ..... (? ·.)--:- ,:''; ~··· ·; \• 
, . T\'.l• next step 1n analyzing the data concerns. Research 
~~~~~Yi~. · 
Qiaestions .I and V for conservation of continuous .quant1 ty 
and conservation of substance, .respective.ly •.. These que.stions 
concern any observable d.1.tterences 1n ... abi.ll.:t.y. of learning 
disabled and non-learn1ng .... disab1ed .. c.h1.l.dren. t_o __ c.on.s.erve ... on 
tt:ie continuous. q.uant.ity: .and .. s:u.batanc.e .... t.asks •.... This .. is. ... 
designed to provide a. non~.st.ati.stl.caL.c.ompari.so.n. of .... the .. two. 
groups. The procedure 1nvolv.es ... a. .c.ompari.son .. of. the .. number 
of children in each con.servat1o.n.elass1flcation •.. Thi.s . .1.s. 
done by adding the number of o.hildr.en in. eae.h ... lev.e.L.af. . 
conservation and dividing this numbe.r ... b7. the ... t.o.taL .. num.b.er 
in each or the two groups to .. get .... a .... p.erc•ntag.e.o ..... The .. per.cent-
age and number in each leve.l. o.f .... e .. onse.r:v.ati.on .. is ... paired and 
an analysis by inspectio.n 1.s made •...... The .se.cond ... and .. s1.:x.t.h. .. 
research questions dealing. w1.th ... the.. c.ont1.nuoua .... quant1.ty: .. and. 
substance tasks lnv.olv.e _any. .. obaervable .... di.fterenc.e.s ... be.tween. 
the learning di sabled .and non!!'!1e.arning ... disabl.ed .. ch11.dre.n ... 
with regard to the stim.ulus .. dimensi .. ons ... the.y ..... a..t:tend ... t.o .•.... The .. 
procedure for analyzing .the da.ta.. is .t.he .. same .. for .. both ta.sks. 
The stimulus dimension 1nformat.i.on . .1.s. compiled. by ... 
noting the dimensions as they are referred to by the child 
in.hi..' explanationso After the experiment was completed, 
, , .... ', ~-. 
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on all children in each group, the different. dime.ns1.ons . 
attended to are 11eted and the number.of .. responses in each 
dimension are added together to get a totalo The percentage, 
that this total equals 0 . of the total number of responses 
possible in each dimension is found.by.dividing .the .. numbe.r 
of re11ponse s possible in to the to taL .numbe.r. ... in. ea.oh ... d.1men~ 
siono The number in each dimension and. the pe:rcentageare 
then paired and ranked f.rom most ... salient .. to . .l..e.as.t salient 
for each groupo Results obtained.for both.groups.are then 
c·ompared through an analysis by 1nspeet.1on •.. It should. be 
mentioned that there is no attem.pt.tolimlt in.any.way or 
suggest what stimulus d1mension .. the ch1.1d should.at ..tend to, 
rather, the purpose of th1 s analysi.s Ls t.o se.e .. Just what .. the 
children would attend to and then discuss it in terms of 
salience for both. groupse 
Because each individual child. could .have at.t.ended to 
as many as three different stimulus dlmenslons. on. bo.th. of 
the conservation tasks, the numbe.r of possible. responses 
depended on how many different dimension.s eao.h child .att.e.nded 
to 1n the task. If for e.xample, o.n .the. first. quanti ty .... ta.sk 
transformation the child attended to .he.ight, and .. on .. the 
second quantity .... t.ask transforma.t.1.on_he .. at.tende.d.t.o .wid.th 11 .. 
and on the third quantity"!"task tran.sf.ormation .he a.ttende.d 
to height and width tog.e.ther, he. woul.d have used .. three 
different dimension.so Then if eaoh ... o.f .. the th1.rt.een children 
in the learning disabled group should do the same, there 
. would,.be thirteen responses to each dimensiono Exactly what 
these children did in this respect cannot be found without 
analyzing the data. Due to this, the number of responses 
in each dimension will be discussed in the analysis ot data 
chapter. 
The third and seventh research question1!L f'or. the. con~ 
tinuous quantity and substance. ta.sk.s .e.6noern .. a.r17-. o.bservabl• 
relationship between what a child.at.tends .to. and his. c.onser-
vation ab111 ties. In order to make this com.paJ-1son, ____ the .. . 
salient stimulus dimension for the. child is .found. in. each .. . 
conservation task by looking .. a.t. the .. ch.ild'.s .. explanations 
and choosing the dimension referred.to.most •.. 'l'his.would 
suggest a problem. in det.ermining .sal.1.enoe if all. d1mensi.ons 
were attended to equally, however, .t.his .is.not .. the. ... ca.se. aa 
will be discussed in the next chapt.e.r •... '!'he .. .chi.ld.'s .previ.oua. 
conservation ola.ssit'1cat1on is. the.n .... pai.re.d .. wi.th. ... hiJL.sa11.e.nt 
atimulus dimension. The next step 111 to. find the .learning 
diaabled children who attend .. t.o .. each. st.1m.ul.us dlm.ensio.n and 
group them together. The procedur.e.,. then., . tor.. analyzl.ng. 
the data 1 a to find the. to.taL number ... o.t' ... c.hil.dran .. in ... each .. 
stimulus d.1mens1.on group and .. comput.e .. that .... sub"!!'!group.~.s .. 
percentage of the thirteen in. the originaLgroup. This is 
done by d1 vi ding thirteen into the number .. in. each. di.mens1on 
grouping. The same proeedure is use.d. in .ea.c.b group, .. and 
the results for each gro.up .are paired to facilitate an 
analysis by inspection. 
Research Questions IV and VIII deal with whether or not 
there are developmental trends evident in the performances 
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of the learning disabled children and non~learn1ng disabled 
children on the continuous q~nt1ty and substance tasks. To 
answer these last two research questions, it is necessary to 
bring the data in the previous . .r.e.view of 11.terature. together 
with the resul.ts .conc.erning. d1men.s.1onal salie.nce and 1ts 
relationship to conservat.1on.ab.11i.t.1.es. as dlsc.ussed. in 
previous research questions. .It was noted . .1.n .Chapter II 
that Piaget regards the use of a single dimension. such as 
height, as representing the lower end of the developmental 
sequence associated w1 th the ac.qu1...s1t.1on .. of .conservati.on •.... 
The ab111 ty to use several d1mens1.ons 1.s .a. sl.1ghtly higher 
transl ti onal stage in c.ons.e.rva.ti.an . ..du.ala.pment, .. and._ the ... 
ab111 ty to. at.t.end .. to .. several. d1..me.ns.1.ons .. and .. e.xpla1.n .. 1n . 
some logical way the transforma.ti.on .. of. these dlmena.1ons 
results in conservation. G.elman ... (1.9-69a..).., .... 1.n. a ... dimens.1.onal 
pref ere nee study on kindergart.en .. c.hil.dren, .. agre.e.s .w1 .. th. 
Piaget• s sequence and conclude.a that .. height .is .irrelevant 
to conservation abilities irt.a.quantit.y. task,. while.if the 
child has an adequate ... concept of quant1.ty.,. htLW111.,attend to 
1 t and conserve. Miller ( 197'.3) . raises some. que.st.1.ons. about 
Gelman' 11 study and concludes that . .at the. kinde.r.gart~n .. age, 
both oonservers and non-oonserv.er.s will attend to the 
irrelevant but salient dimension .of .hei.gh.t, while .. third-grade 
conserre.rs attend . to. the rele.vant. dimen.st.on of .quantity. 
This data suggests a develo.pmen.tal ... trend .for .conservers .. 
involving an increased facility to utilize the dimension of 
quantity. 
W1.th this 1nf'ormat1on 1.n mind, the procedure for 
analyzing .the data. on. this la.st .. r.e.sear..oh q.ue.ati.on. is to. rank .. 
the stimulus d1mens1.ons .. and con.servat1on. clas.s1t'1c.a.t1ons. or 
each group in a h1.erarchy star.ti.ng. with . the ... low.e.s.t .. end o.f 
Piaget's developmental sequence. and pro.ceding. thro.ugh the 
transitional stage to the eonservation.stageo An.additional 
step for this particualr ques.tion .. 1.nv.olv.ed find1.ng. ages or 
age ranges for the children previously .grouped .. in terms of 
stimulus dimensions attended to. !he purpose of this .. was to 
clarify the developmental trend .in t.erms of age. and ab111 ty. 
The last .. .step .was. t.o pair .t.he .r.e..su1t.s .. fr.om .eac.h gro.up and ., 
discuss th.em.~sed ... on .. the .. u.s.e. of .. an. analy.sis .by 1nspect.1on •. 
It should be emphasized ... that ... the ... .analy..sis ... by .1ns.pect1.on, 
in each of the hypotheses and eight .. research que .. sti.ona, -·-· 
included comparison between. eh.1ldren w~th1n a group and 
between groups of ch1ldreno 
. .!.:,:·..,..,, 
L1m1tations of Study 
The limitations or the present study will be inherent 
in the procedures and methodology used. in. the study. L1m1 t-
ations are as follows, 1) The signi.f1cance of the. findings 
will be dependent on. the .. re.li.abi.11 ty. o:t. .. . the .. pro.cedures .. used. 
in determining. cons.ervati.on. ab1li.t.1e.s ...... 1n. learn1ng .. d1.sab1e.d _ 
and non~learn1ng disable.ti children. and 1n ... the. rel1ab111.ty of. 
adm.1n1strat10n procedure 11. 2) Due ... to .. the small. group. at .. _ 
second-grade learning disabled children available for this 
s·tudy, it was not possible to use randomization in the 
selection. procedures. . B!cause o.f this, .. 1.t may. be .question-
able to generalize the findings of this st:udy to any other 
g];'OUJ), 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS .AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Introduction 
The analysis and discussion of data are ba.sed on pro-
cedures described in Chapter III. Th• format of thl.a. chapter 
will be to state each of the hypotheses and research.que.a!"" 
·ttona and then analyze and discuss .the .. data. As. menti.oned 
in Chapter III, all of the .hyp.otheses .. and ... research .. q.u.est.1.ons 
are interrelated. With.this in mind,.1.n order. to get a 
clear picture of the data on. each. co.nservation_task, the 
hypothesis and research questions dealing with. c.on.aerva'bion 
ot continuous quanti t.y will be .. presen.te.d .... first., and ... then 
the hypothesis and research question11..that .. deal wi.th conser-
vation of substance will be presented. 
m>nservation ot at>ntinuoua Quanti~y 
Hypothesis Io There is no s.1gn1.f1.c.ant. d1ffe.rence .... 1n . 
performance betw.e.e.rL.the J.e.arn1ng .. d1.sabled .. oh1ldren. and. the 
non-learning disabled ... children on t.asks .. ot. co.nservat.ion ot. 
continuous quantity •. 
The difference in total sco.res between the learning 
disabled children and non-learning disabled children on 
the continuous quant1 t7 task are examined through t.he use 
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ot a ja,-t.e.st or s1gnif1cance, Using a on.e~ta.1led. t.e.st at 
the • OS level o:r confide.nee., .and. a .pooled var.Lance !'!"!formula 
with 24 degrees of f'ree4om., .. the requ.1.red .. J;'!"Value. is. 1,.708, 
The obtained t-score on the conservation .. of. continuous .. -
quantity task 1s 1,S, '!'he reault.s .of. th119.!,'!!'te.st are. non ... 
significant at the ,OS level. This information is summar-








t-score - significance level 
1 • .5 < ,OS 
Although the performance of learning disabled oh1.ldren 
and the performance of non .. learn1ng di.sabled chil.dren are 
not significantly different .statis.tic.ally.,. a di.:fference is 
approache.d. .. '!'he .. mo.st probabl.e. .... e.xplana.t.1.on .... t.or .. th1.s .... f'1nd1.ng 
is that t.here_. are .. a . ..few ... or .. the .. learning .. di.sabled .. children .. . 
who ar.e capable .. in. the. c.on.t.inuoua .. q:uant.1.t.y ... task •... Th.1.a...1s .... . 
somewhat supported. by .. the ... obae.r:v:a.bl.eLdttf.e..re.nce.a. found. 1n. _ . 
the way the learning disabled and non~le.arn1.ng, disabled ..... . 
children are classified, These observable dl,fferences are 
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emphasized in the process of answering Research.. QUest.ton I, 
Research Question Io · Do learning .disabled ch1ldre.n dis:.. 
play ab111 ties to conserve which are similar. t.o .. those 
displayed by children without learning d.isabilities on tasks 
of conservation of continuous quantity? 
To determine each child's level of conservation, the 
procedures described in Chapter III are used, Each child 
is classified with respect to his level of conservation by 
using the total score obtained by him on the three explana-
tions required in the qu.ant1 ty task. .. The average age of the 
learning disabled children is 7o91 and of these children, 
eleven are classified as non-eonservers, one as transltional, 
and one as a eonservero The average age of the non-learning 
disabled children is 7o10; and of these children, six are 
classified as non-conservers, five as transitional, and two 
as conservers. The most important observable difference 
found in this data is in the learni .. :ng disabled children and 
non-learning di sabled children. who are. classified as non-
oonservers or transitional.. The d1ffe.r.enee is .sl.ight. between 
the children who are classified as. conservers.. . This .. may .. be 
eaeily seen when percentages of the. t.otal learning di.sabled 
and non-learning disabled children who are in each class1f1-
cat1on are compute.do. 
The largest difference 1.s in the percentage of non-
conservers found in the learning. di.sahl.ed and non-learning 
disabled children. Eighty-f.ive percent of the learning 
disabled children are non-conservers, while only 46% of the 
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non-learning disabled children are non-coneervers. The 
difference in the two groups is nearly as large in the 
transitional stage, with eight percent of the learning 
disabled children classified as transitlonal, as. compared to 
38%' of the non~learning d1.sable.d .ohildre.n. who. ar.11. transi-
t1onalo On the conservation classi.fication, the percentages 
are closer with eight percent of the learning di.sabled 
children conserving, while fifteen percent of the non-
learning disabled. chi.ld.ren .cons.erve.do This data is summar-
ized in ~able IVo 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN 




(Avgo Age 7o9) (Avgo Age 7010) 
Non-Conserve rs 11 6 
Percentage 85% 46% 
Transitional 1 5 
Percentage 8% J8% 
Conservers 1 2 
Percentage 8% 15% 
The fact that the learning disabled and non-learning 
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disabl.ed children are classified. differently with regard. to 
conservation ability suggests that despite the non'!"signiff-·, 
cant statistical findings of H~pothe.sis I, differences in 
the learning disabled and non'!"learntng disabled might exist 
within their individual responseso ..... The.s.e. response differ-, 
ences w11L be emphasiz.ed_in .. .Be..aearch Question. II •. 
Research Question II. Do learni.ng. di.sabled .. chi.ldren 
attend to similar stimulus .. d.1m.ert.a1.ons .. a.s .. do .. c.bil.dren.111.th'!" 
out learning disabilities on tasks of conservation of 
continuous quantity? 
Using the procedures described.in Chapter III, it is 
found that in conservation of continuo.u.s .. q.uant.1.ty., .... there are 
seven different dimensions a.ttended. t..o .. b:, ... the ... 1.e.arni.ng. 
disabled and non-learning disabled .children •.... The.ae .. a.re 
height, height and width .togetheri ... q.uant.ity.r. quant1t.y: .. and 
width together, height and quanti.ty .. t.ogetherJ .... and .height, 
width, and quantity together, and no. response .•..... In . .add1.t1.on, 
it is found that for each of the learning. d1.aa.bled .. and .... 
non-learning disabled children, .only: .. one .. o.f ... th.e.ie. s.e.ven ..... . 
dimensions characterizes his answer.m.1 .tha.t.1.s, one .. dim.en-
aion is salient throughout all three re<iuired explanations 
during the quanti t1 task. . .This .. w.o.uld ... :m.ean., ... f.or ... exampl.e,_ .1.f 
height is salient for a .child, .... then_.hi..s .. t.hree . .re.s.ponse.s._ .. 
would all deal with .height •. _ '1'.o .. compa.re .. the _learning ..dis.~ ... 
abled and non-learning disable.d children,. 1 t is nece.ssary 
to find the total number of responses possible for each 
dimension. This 1, dene by mult1ply'1ng the number of each 
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group of ch1ldr4in., whi.eh 1.s thirteen, by three to get a 
total number o.f responses, which .Let 39 s thus, there are 39 
possible respon•es for eaoh of .the. seven s .. t.1mulus dimens.ions. 
The comparison is then made on the basis of total number of 
responees in each dimension and the percent.age of the 39 
possible responees for the dimensi.ono .. Whe.n. the results as 
to salience of stimulus dimens.ionm .. in the cont1.nuous quantity 
task for the learning. disabled .and non!!!'learn1.ng disabled 
children are ranked from most salient to least salient, the 
response differences are easily eeeno The learning disabled 
children most often prefer the .. dimension. of height and width 
together ( 46%) J while the. non--learning disable.d _ prefer 
height, width» and quantity together (J1%lo None of the 
learning disabled children attend. t.o the dimen.s1.on of height, 
width 0 and. quantity togethero The next. dimen.ai.on .in t.erms 
of salience for the learn1.ng __ disabled. chi.ldren eonc.erns. the 
single dimension of height ( 31%) 0 .whtle. f.o.r the non~learn1ng 
disabled child.ren, the single_ d1mens1.on. or height. a.nd the. 
dimension of height and quantity together are attended to 
equally (23%). The last group of salient dimensions for 
the learning disabled children involves the dimensions of 
width and quantity togethero the single dimension ot quantity, 
and no response, each being attended to e.1ght percent. of. the 
timeo For the .non .... learnlng disabl.ed ... chlld, .height and.w.1dth 
is the next most salient dimension (1.5%)o The least salient 
dimension attended to by the non-learning disabled child is 
quantity (8%)0 'fable VTsummarizes this informationo 
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'l'he data gathered to answer ffiasearch Question II 
indicates that the learning disabled and non-learning 
disabled children find different dimensions more salient in 
the quantity task. The most salient dimen11tontor.tha. 
learning disabled is height and width together. For the 
non-learning disabled children the dimension of height, 
width, and quantity together is most salient. In addition, 
two other differences in the d1mens1.onal. respons.es. of the 
learning disabled children may be seen. In terms of.the 
salienc•, hierarchy from most to lea.st, there is an increa:se.d 
fac111ty of the non-learning disabled children to utilize 
more dimensions than the learning disabled children. The 
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extra dimension used by the non-learning disabled children 
is quantity in relation to height and width. The other 
difference ls in the utilization- of the dimension of width 
and quantity together by the learning disabled children. In 
contrast, width and quantity is not used at all by the non-
learning disabled children. Rather, the non-learning dis-
abled children use height and quantity together, whereas the 
learning disabled do not use the dimension of height and 
quantity. 
As mentioned in Chapter III, the quantity dimension has 
been found to be more related. to .. co.nservation than the other 
dimensions. Whether or not the dimensions of height, width, 
and quantity together, height and quantity together, and 
width and quantity together are also more related to conser-
vation ability will be emphasized in the process of answer-
ing Research Question III. 
Research Question III. ls there a relation.ship between 
the stimulus dimension that 1s most salient for the learning 
disabled child and the stimulus dimension that is most salient 
for the non-learning di sabled child and the children.• s level 
of conservation on tasks of contiruous quantity? 
To examine this question, .1 t .1.s. necessary to present 
the data derived from the olass1f'1cat1on .pr.ocedure deJ!ler1b.ed 
in Chapter III and to relate this to the findings of the. 
previous research question, which concerns stimulus dimen-
sions attended to by the learning disabled and non-learning 
disabled children. 
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The procedure involved ls pairing the previously-made 
classification of the child's level of conservation with the 
stimulus dimension found to be most salient for h1mo After 
this pairing, the learning disabled child.ren and the non-
learning disabled children are grouped according to stimulus 
dimensions, and a percentage is computed for the number o.f 
children in each group who are in each of the conservation 
classifications. This was d.one in the same way· for both 
groups on the continuous quantity task .. The purpose of this 
procedure was to see what relationship, if a.ny, there is 
between what the child attends to and his conservation 
abilitye 
For the learning disabled children on the t.stsk of con-
servation of continuous quantity, it was found that all 
(100~} of those who found height the most salient dimension 
had been previously classified as non-conservers .. Of those 
that attended to height and width together, 83% had been 
previously classified as non-conservers, while the remaining 
171 were previously labelled. conservers,. For the learnlng 
disabled children who attended to the dimension of width 
and quantity, 100% had been previo.usly labelled as non-
conservers., or those who attended to the d:l.menslon of 
quantity, 100%' were prev1out!ly labelled as trans! t1onal., 
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TABLE VI 
PERCENT IN STIMULUS DIMENSION 
CORRESPONDING WITH PREVIOUS 
CONSERVATION CLASSIFICATION 

















For the non-learning disabled children on the quantity 
taskp 100%° of the children attending. to height alone were 
previously classified as non-conservers, those attending to 
height and width together were also previously classified 
as 100% non .. conserverso Of' those attending to quant.i.ty 
only, 100% were conserverso Of the children who were attend· 
1ng to he1ght 0 w1dth 0 and quant1tyo 75% were previously 
cla•s1:t'1ed as transitional, and 25%. as oonservers1 and of 
those oriented to the dimension of height and quantl.ty 
together 9 67% were transitional, and 33% were non-conserverao 
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COBBESPONDING WITH PREVIOUS 
CONSERVATION CLASSIFICATION 
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An inspection of the data.on Research Question III 
reveals that there is a relationship between what the 
learning disabled and non-learning disabled children attend 
.. 
to and their conservation ab111t1eso Furthermore, this 
relationship is different tor the learning. disabled. ch11.dren 
than for the non-learning disabled childreno The relation-
ship of stimulus dimension to conservation ability for the 
non-learning disabled children agrees with the study by 
Gelman (1969a) which indicates that non-conservers attend to 
irrelevant but salient dimensions, such as height, ... wh.1.le ... 
conservers attend to the relevant dimension. of .. quant.1ty. in 
the continuous quantity tasko In. the present .. s.tudy:,_ the. 
dimension most associated with ability to conserve.is that of 
quantity, while single d1mensions9 such as height alone or 
width alone, or the. dimensi.on of height .and width together, 
are least associated with conservation abil1ty-o 
In contrast, the findings with regard to stimulus dimen-
sions and conservation ability for the learning d1.sabl.ed. 
children do not agree with Gelman•s study. The learning 
disabled children who attend to the dimension of quantity 
do not conserve, but are in the trans1t1<:>nal stage, and all 
other dimensions are irrelevant to conservation. Another 
finding 111 that those non-learning disabled ch1ldre.n .who. 
integrate height and quantity t-ogether, or height, width 11 
and quantity together, are classified as transitional. For 
the non-learning disabled children, the only dimension 
integrated with quantity is width, and all the children who 
made such an integration are non-conservers. 
Research Question IVo Is there an observable develop-
mental trend for the learning disabled children which is 
similar to the observable developmental trend for the non-
learn1ng disabled children, involving the ability to use 
different stimulus dimensions in a conservation of quantity 
task? 
As mentioned in Chapter III, this question was designed 
to bring all of the information gathered in this paper on 
the quantity task together to see if there are any observ-
able devalopmental trendso The data.on stimulus dimenai.ons 
reveals a difference between. the. .lear.ning d1.aable.d. children 
and the non-learning disabled children concerning salient 
d1mensionso This difference is 1.n the form of a trend for 
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the non-learning disabled children to prefer other stimulue 
dimensions together with the quantity dimens1ono These 
dimensions are height 11 or height plus width in relation to 
quantityo In contrast, the learning disabled attend only 
to the dimension of width in relation to quantityci A further 
analysis with regard to stimulus dimension and conservation 
ability reveals an association between what the child attends 
to and his conservation ability. This is easily seen if 
all the findings are put in a conservation.hierarchy as 
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(Age a 7 •. 6-8. 4) 
Attends to height+ 





(Age, ?.6 to 9.2) 
Atten<i.'ts to -fielg1\t;~'a!1)ne • ;1% 
••• ··'· . ,J 
Non-conserver•• 100% 




Attend•. to quantity 
alone, a, 




(Age, 7.10 to 8.3) 
Attends to height+ width+ 
quantity, 31% 
Trans1t1onala 75% 
C'onservers I 25i.' 
T 
Stage II 
(Agea 7.7 to 8.7) 
Attends to height+ 
quantity I 2 3_~ . 




(Age, 8~1 to 8.3) 
Attends to height+ 




(Age, 7.6 to 8.8) 
Attends to height.alone, 23%' 
Non-con servers 1 _100$ 
Non-Learning DisabledCh1ldren 
Figure lo Dltvelopmental Trend of Two Groups on the Quantity 
Task · 
', '" ·• •~ '; 'I ·\ '· '• 'i,, ~ ,0 I 
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Thi~ hierarchy reveals a different approach to the 
acquisition of conservation between the learning disabled 
and non-learning disabled children. For example, for the 
non-learning disabled children, there is an approach to 
utilizing stimulus dimensions which progresses from one 
dimension, height, to height plus width, to height plus 
quantity, to height pl us width plus quantity, .and. then. t.o 
quantity aloneo These dimensions build upon the other in a 
steady progression upward to conservation. In contrast,_the 
learning disabled children utilize a different progression 
marked by the use of height alone, width alone, height plus 
width, width plus quant1 ty and .. the.n .. q.uantl.ty. al.one .•.... The. 
difference here between. the learning .. dtaahl.ed .. and. non!!" 
learning disabled children ls in the use. of wi.dth and quan-
tity by the learning disabled as opposed to height and 
quantity, and height, width, and quantity by the non-learning 
disabled ohildreno The different progression. followed by 
the learning disabled e~ildren also leads to different r•-
sultso The learning disabled children never reach the con-
servation level, but attend to quantity and are still 
classified as transitional, They are fluctuating betw.een 
the uee of single d1mensl.ons. and._tw.o ... dlme.nsions .. t_oge.ther, 
and they have faile.d. to take tnt.o .ac.c..o.unt ... th• .. dimension ... ot. 
quant1 ty in relation to height alone or height plus w.1.d.tho. 
Other trende are evident in Figure 1, with regard to 
the stages of conservation acquisition. The stages in 
F1gur.e 1 reveal that, rather than only three stages in the 
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development ot con.servation, characterized by attention to 
single dimensions, to several dimensions at different times, 
and. then to several dimensions together, there are more, and 
as shown by the age ranges ass.oc1ated with these dimensions, 
they all are interrelated and overlap, 
Summary: 
'!'he hypotheses and research questions relating to the 
ability of the learning disabled children and non-learning 
disabled children to conserve on a continuous quantity task 
have been presented, analyzed, and discussed, The find1-ngs 
in 'tnts section reveal that although a non~sign1fi.cant 
statistical difference between the learning disabled chlldreitn 
and non~learning disabled children was found,.there are 
observable differences between the learning disabled c.hil-' 
d.ren and non-learning disabled children as far as their 
responses in the quantity taskb The response differences 
between the learning disabled children and non-learning 
d.1sab1ed children are summarized in Chapter V, and implica-
tions from the data for further research are discussedo 
Conservation of Substance 
Hypothesis IIo There is no significant difference in 
performance between the learn1I1g. disabled ch11.dren and the 
non-learning disabled children on tasks of conservation of 
substance. 
The procedures for analyzing the data are exactly the 
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same as for the hypothesis and research questions c.onaerning 
continuous quant1tyo The t-test tor the substance task i.s . -
significant at th• .05 level, with a 1 more than 1.708. 








> 0 0.5 
Thia finding means that there is a sig.nifi.can.t .. statist-
ical difference in performance on the 1ubs.tance task. betw.een 
learning di sabled children and non-learning di.sabled .. c.hi.ldreno 
'?he direction of' this difference will be emphasized when 
d1scuas1ng Research Question v. 
Beaearoh Question Vo .. Do lea.rning .. -disabled .. c.h.Udr.en 
display abi11 ties to conserve which are. similar .to .those 
displayed by children without learning di•abilities on tasks 
of conservation of substance? 
For the learning disabled group, eleven subjects were 
classified as non-oonservers, while two were transitional, 
and none COllHffedo In the non-learning disabledgroup, 
six were classified as non-conservers, four as transitional, 
and three subjects oonservedo This in itself answers 
Research Question I and reveals that the direction of the 
statistical difference is that of a better performance by 
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the non-learning disabled. children on the substance task than 
the learning dieabled children, This direction is more 
easily seen by looking at the percentages of children in the 
total group in each conservation class1ficationo For the 
learning disabled children, 86% are labelled as non-conser-
vers; while only 46% of the non-learning disabled.children 
are non-conserverso Fifteen percent of the learning dis-
abled children are transl tional as compared. to a higher '.31% 
of the non-learning disabled children who are transitional, 
On the conservation classification 0 . none of the learning 
disabled children conserved, while 23.~ of the non-1.earning 
disabled children conservedo This data is summarized 1n 
Table IXo 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF CHILDREN IN 

























The data from Research.Question V has revealed that the 
direction of statistical difference found in Hypothesis II 
is toward an increased ability of the non-learning disabled 
children to conserveo Research Questions VI, VII, and VIII 
will attempt to clarify this difference by pointing out the 
qualitative differences in the two groups' responses. 
Research guestion V:I. Do learning disabled children 
attend to similar stimulus dimensions as do children without 
learning disabilities on tasks of conservation of substance? 
Using the procedures described in Chapter III, it is 
found that there are five different dimensions attended to 
by the learning disabled child.ren; these are shape,_ slze, 
size and shape together, &1ubstance and shape together, and 
substance. As in the continuous quantity task,. it l..s .. t'ound 
that one of these dimensions ia salient for each ch.11.d 
throughout all three required explanations. The procedure 
for getting the total number. or responses possible in each 
dimension is the sam•o Th• next step in analyzing this 
~ata 1s through the use of a comparison, as describ•d in 
Research Question II for the quantity task. When the re-
sults of this comparison for the learning disabled. and non-
learning disabled children are ranked from most.salient to 
least salient, the qualitative response differences are 
easily seen. 
For the learning di.sabled .. children on the s.ubsta.nc.e 
task, the most salient dimension ls size and shape together, 
with 21 responses, or 59% of the total possible responses. 
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In con.t.rast, the d1men.s1on mo.st salient for the n.on~l.earnlng 
disabled children is shape, w1th fifteen responses or j8~, 
The next most salient dimension for the learning disabled 
children is shape with nine reeponses and 2 3,C .of_ the .. total, 
while for the non-learning d1 sabled children,_ .t.he ... dim.enaion 
or size and shape w1 th 12 responses and )1% o.f the ... t.ota1.. is 
nexto The dimension of size waa the third most salient 
dimension for the learning disabled children, with six 
responses and 15% of the totalo For the non-learning dis-
abled eh1ld.ren, substance and shape tog.e.ther .was .the th1.rd 
most salient dimension w1 th six re.11.ponse.s and. 1.5~ of the. 
totalo The least salient dimension attended to by the l.earn-
1ng disabled children is the single ... dim.ens.1.on .of .. s.ub.sta.nce. 
with three responses and eight percento ...... The. laaa.t .. sa1-1.•nt. 
dimension for the. non"!'l.earn1.ng. di..sabl.e.d .. ch.11.dr.en __ is. .. the _ .... 
dimension of size and the Bingle dimension. o.r substance, 
each attended to in three responses for eight percent of the 
,otalo 
A~ analysis of this pattern of responses reveals that 
the learning d1aabled and non-learning disabled find differ-
ent dimensions more s.,11ent in the substance task. In this 
patternp al though the largest. .pe;rcentage of.· the learning 
disabled children utilized size and mhape, tl')e learning 
disabled children did not \mak• ref4iren.o.e to any.other tw,o. 
dimension responses. In contrast, for .. the non"!'learning .... 
disabled children, a large percentage utilized size and 
shape and an additional two-dimensional response of substance 
1 '. 1';1'":·1 
and shape. This suggests that the non-learning.disabled. 
attend to an extra stimulus dimension which lnvoives sub-
stance. Thia data 1s summarized in Table Xo 
TABLE X 
STIMULUS DIMENSIONS IN CONSERVATION 
OF SUBSTANCE . 
Learning Disabl•d · Non-Learning Disabled 
Stimulus Total No. Stimulus Total No. 
Dimension Responses % Dimension :Responses 
Size & Shape 21 59% Shape 15 
Shape 9 .::23% Size & Sha~ 12 
Size 6 15% Substance & 
Shape 6 
Substance 3 8% Size 3 









Be.aeareh Question VIIo Ia there a relationship betw:een 
the stimulus dimension that is most sal1e.nt ror the learning 
d1,.abled child and the stimulu..s dim•n•ion that is most .. 
salient for the non.:..1earn1ng d1sa.bled·ch1ldand the children's 
level of conservati.on on tasks of .substance?. 
To examine this question, the -same. procedures expla1.ned 
in Chapter III and utilized on Research Queetion III of the 
quantity task are usedo For the learning disabled children, 
it••• found that or those attending to the dimension of 
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shape .alone, 67% were previously classif'led as non ... conservers, 
and 33% were transit1cmalo .. Th.ose l.earning .di.s.a.bl.e.d .children 
attending to size and shape together_were 100% non~conservers 
as were those who attended to size aloneo Ot the learning 
disabled children who were oriented to substance alone, 100% 





Size &: Shape 
Substance 
TABLE XI 
PERCE.NT IN .STIMULUS DIMENSION 
COB.RESPONDING WITH PREVIOUS 
CONSERVATION CLASSIFICATION 














For th• non ... learning di.aabledohUdren who attend to 
shape, 8.0% .. were. previoualy: .. ola,sit'.1.ed.as. non'!'!'c.onse.rve.ra, .. 
and 20'!, were trans1 tional. '?hose ori.ente.d. to ... si.ze. alone. 
were previously classified 100% non-eonservers, while those 
attend.ing to size and shape were 75~ transitional and 25% 
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non-c.onse.rvers. Children at.tending. to aub.s:tance alone .. were 
100% conservers, a11. were. those. pay1ng ... att.ent1on .. to.11n1.bstanc.e 





Size & Shape 
Substance 
TABLI XII 
PEBCEN'l' IN STIMULUS DIMENSION 
CORRESPONDING WITH PREVIOUS 
CONSERVATION CLASSIFICATION 
(NON-LEARNING DISAaLED . 
ON SUBSTANCE TASK) 












i:rh• information obtained in answering Research Qtte1tlcn 
VII reveals that there 1• a relationship. betw.eeri. what. the 
child attend• to and his conserva.t1.on .. ab1.lit1es ... in ... tb•······. 
substance task. This relati.onship ror.:the .non~l.earn1ng ... 
disabled childre.n agre.es .... wi.th. .. the .. st.udy .... by ... Gelman .... (:1969aJ,. 
that non-conservers att.end .. to .. irrelevant: .. but . salient .dimen--
sions while conservers attend to the relevant dimensions • 
.. 
In the present study, the relevant dimension, that is the 
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one. moat .. asso.c1ate.d .. with. ab11i.t:, ... t.o ... conserve., .. 1.-s ... that ... of .. 
substance or am.oun:t .. ot.. mat.ter, .... whi.l.e .. the .... lx.-.relevant .. di.men!!!' 
sions are the dimensions of size alone and shape alone or 
a1ze and •hape together, In con.trait. the relationahip of 
stimulus dimensions to ooneervation abili.ty in the learning 
disabled children does not agree with Gelman'• ais-ud1, '!'he 
learning disabled children attend to the same irrelevant 
dimensions as the non-learning d11abled children. However, 
when the learning disabled children attend. to the .. di.nt.ena.1.on 
of substance, which is relevant to conservation for the 
non-learning disabled child, the learning. disabl.ed .child 
still does not conserve, but is .. transl tional ...... It_ sb.oul.d . 
also be noted that although .. sha.pe., .. t.or .. the .. mo.s.t. ___ par:t., __ :was .. 
irrelevant to con,e:,;vation, it appeare.d .to be .... more ... re.1.evant 
than .-sizeo When shape is .ut1.11z.e.d .... by. .... the,. non""l.aarning ..... . 
d111abled children wi t:h sub1tanee,. the. r.esult 111 conservation. 
In addition, a few learning dieabled .and non ... learning . 
disabled children who utilized shape alone revealed some 
ability to conserve, 
.Research Question .VIII, Is there ar,i observable d•velop-
mental trend for the learning disabled children whi.ch .. 1.a 
similar to the observable developmental .t.r.end .. .for __ ..1;he ... non~ 
learning disabled children involving. the. abi.1.1.ty: .t.o .. ut1.l.1z.e 
different stimulus dimensions in conservation. of su.bs.tanee.?. 
'?his question is designed to bring all of .. the .info.rm.a .... 
tion gathered in the previous research questions on conser-
vat1ea of substance together in a conservation hierarchy: 
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baatd on Piaget•s developmental sequence and Gelman'•· (i969a) 
and lUlle·r•.s. (.1.973) .. stud1.e11 on. stimulus.dimension. relevance. 
The purpose is to ••• 1 f there are any developmental .. trends 
associated with this data and to clarity these trends through 
the use of ages or age ranges, 
Th• data on stimulus dimension salience reV;.eala. that 
learning di sabled. children and . the .. n.o.n!'!learn1ng .. d1Jta.bl.ed ....... . 
children attend to different s.tlmulus. dimensl.ona, .... The .. m.os.:t. 
salient dimension for the non-learning diaabled chil.dren .is 
shape, while for the learning disabled children it.is .size 
and shape together, However, size and shape toge.ther .1s ... the 
only two-dimensional respons.e .. at.t.e.nded ... to .. by. . the ... learning 
disabled children, whereas, the .. non,-1.earn1ng ..... d1,sab1•.d .. ch1L"" 
dren also attend to substance and shape.. The inrorma.tion 
pertaining to dimensional relevance reveals an increased 
tacil1 ty of the non~earning disabled. chil.dren .. to .... att.e.nd .... t.o. 
the re.l..e,ran.t. .. di.m._nai.on ... of'. . .s.ubatan.ee. and.c.ons.erva, •. ___ F..or. .. ,.s.h• .. 
learning disabled children, attention to substance reaulta 
in tranait1onal performance, 
'l'h• lack of eon."aervation b:, tp.e. le•r.ning. d1111abled. 
' . 
children wnen a ttend1 ng t~ sutHs1hb::iee s.ugge st s tha,t.·. the_;~·;;,; 
progress!~ pi ~ d~f'ferent wat. tlo,r.-,r.d .~oqu1slt1on. of.:.conser"'" 
vat1Qn tha:n the non-le,rrnrng llsabl.e.d .. Qh1ldren~--- ~hts -~r~~~ 
is easil;y se,n in l'1gure 211_.-
Stage Ila 
(Age a 7. 8) 
.Attends to substance 
alone, 8~ 
Tranai t1onal 1 .100% 
t 
Stage II 
(Ages 7.6 to 9.2) 
.Attends ·to size+ shape, 59~ 
Non-conservera, 100~ 
Stage Ia 
(Age, 7.6 to 8.8) 
Attend• to ahape alone, 23% 
Non-oonaervera, 61% · 
Tran11t1onal1 l3% . 
i 
Stage I 
(Agee 7.6 to 7e11) 
Attend• to size alone, 15% 
Non ... conservera 1 · 100% ·· · 
Learning Disabled 
Stage . .I.IIa 
(Age I 8.1) 




(Ages 7.8 to 8.1) 
Attends to sub•tanc.e. + 
ahape 1 15% 
.. Conserver• 1 100% 
i 
.Stage I.I 
. (Ag•• 7.7 tc;,.8.8) 





(Agea 7.6 to 8.7) 
Attends.to shape alone, '38% 




(Age • 7. 1.0 ) .. 
Attend• to a1ze alone, 8% 
Non-conservers 1 100%· 
Non ... Learn1 ng Di sabled. 
.Figure 2. n.velopmenql Trend of Two Groups on the Substance 
Ta•k ,., ' '· 
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The trend evident .in Figure 2 reveal.a that.· tor. the. 
non-learning. disabled. children, .. the .... st1mulus .... d1m.e.n.si.ons. 
build one upon the other in a steady pro.gre.saion. to oonser~ 
vat1on. The progression begins with the aingl.e ... dimension ot 
aize and progresses to shape alone, to size.and shape 
together, and then to substanc.e ... and .. s4p.e .. togethe.r and sub-
stance alone o The last two d1men.sl.o.ns .. whi.c.h....c.ontai.n sub'!"' 
stance are associated with conservation tor the .. non.~l,earning 
disabledo The learning disabled follow the same pregresslon 
as :t'ar as the .:11mens1 on o:t' size and . shape t.oge.th.e.r. __ .. From .. 
here, the learning d1sable.d. c.hlldre.n .use $.Ubstance. ... alone . 
and their performance is transitional •.... The .... l.earn1ng .. d1a.'!!' 
abled_ at this point have tailed to .1.nt•.grat.e ... the .. dimension 
... 
o:t' subst.anoe wl th the othe.r st1mnlw!L.diman.s1ons. .. .. . . . . . 
Other developmental trends are evi.dent ... w.U;h.. regard., to 
the stages or conservation acqu1.s.1.t1on .. 1n .. P.1.g.ure .2. .'.rb..1a 
dat• suggests that rather than the three stages.to oonserva-
t1on attainment propoaed. by P1.age.t .. wh.1ch .. ar.e ... charao.te_r1zed 
by attention to single dimensions, several dimenaion.s at 
different times, and finally several .. d.1mens1o.ns .. together,. 
there are more, and as shown by the age ranges .. as.soo.iated. 
with these dimensions, they all are interrelated and overlap, 
Sw.nma:rz 
Hypotheses and research questl.ons relating .. t.o .. the 
ability of the learning disabled and non-learning disabled 
eh1ldl'•n to conserve on a substance task have been presented. 
,· ·. ' 
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analyzed,·. and disc.ua.aed •. 
The findings in this data reveal that .there is. a s1g.n1.f-
1oant statistical difference 1n the learning disabled and 
non-learning disabled children with respect to conservation 
ability on a conservation of substance task. The dire_ct1on 
of this difference 1s found in an increased ability of the 
non-learning di sabled children to .c.onserve. . Thi.s .. 1.s easily 
seen, as the non-learning disabl.e.d eh1..l.dr.en. had ... a hlgher 
percentage of conservers and ... trans1.t1.onaL l.e.Y:e1 ... re..s.p.olUle.a. 
and a lower percentage of non-conservers than did the .learn-
ing disabled children. The dif.f'eren.c.e.11..ln. the ... responses of 
the learning di sabled and ... non~1e.arning .... d.1.sabled ... c.h11dr•n ... 
will be summarized in Chapte.r . .'f., ... and .. 1m.p.11.eat.1ons .. o.f. the 
data for further research are d1sc~•••4• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose or this stucly is. to o.ompa.re a gr.oup of 
second-grade learning disabled children with a group ot 
second-grade non-learning disabled children on conservation 
taaks of continuous quant1 ty and. substanoeo . The .. learning 
disabled and non-learning disabled children are. ma.t.ched .. with 
respect to chronological age, sex,. IQo .. and age .. at .. _the .. titrut. 
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale ~ Ch11.dre.n .. Ls. .a.4m.1.n1..st.e.redo 
The or1 terla tor the det1n1t.1.on .. of l.e.arn1.ng ... d1sa.b1e.d .. 1.s._a.. 
performance or 90 or above on the Wechsle.r Intel11geno.e. Seale 
!.21: Children _and aoh1evement on th• Metropol1t.an.Acb.1.a:vement 
~. form F, of' at least m1nu• one .... -s.t&ndard erzor ... o:t ... measure.-
ment in one of the major academic areas of' reading, spelling, 
or arithmetic, and slightly below grade plaoeme.nt. achie.-v:e~ 
ment in all other areas, measured by the Metropolitano 'l'h1• 
achievement criteria is surpassed by the learning disabled 
children in the present. st.udy_, ..... a.a. __ the.s.e_ ... eh11.dren pert.onned. 
at a level. lower than minus. one . stand.a.rd error, in at least 
I 
one of the above listed academic areaso 
The subjects were twenty-six second-grade children 
(twenty-two boys and four girls) from s1x elementary schools 
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in a .. pre_dominan.t.ly .... r.ural .. oom.munl.ty: .•....... Becau•·•··· ot ... the ... .amall ... __  
number ot children who met the . learning ... di.sa.bl.ed ..... cri t.e.r.1.a, . 
it was necessary to utilize all children who were available 
and could be matched w1 th non-learning ... d1sable.d ... oh1ldren, 
There are thirteen learning disabled children and thirteen 
non-le~rn1ng disabled children. 
The procedure is to administer the two conservation. 
tas~s 1n a fixed order w1 th the quant1 ty task first, .. and .. 
then the substance task. Each session laste.d approximately 
ten minutes, The conservation ol.as.sit.icat.1 .. on.s .. are .... dev..el.q,ped 
from Piaget's conservation . studi.e.s. and.,. .. fr.om .... a .. a.co.ring._ ...... . .. 
o irteria re ported by Achenbach (1969 lo.. .The ... analy.s1..s .... of __ .the 
data 1 s based on a hypo the s1 s and re.sear.ch. .. q.ue.ati.o.na., __ .t.o.r. 
beth conservation tasks, whi.ch w.ere ... dev.e.l.oped .. f.r.om .the ... re.'!'" 
view ot literature, The procedure .tor analy:ai.s ... l.s .... 1;.o .. state 
all the hypotheses and research questions dealing. wi.th ... the 
continuous quan,i ty task and to .. analy-.ze .. t.he . dat.a ... thr.ough .... t.he 
use of a !-test and an~lysis by inspection. The same. pro-
cedure is then ,tilized on the conservation ot sub•tanoe 
ta•k, 
The resul ta ot the data on the continuous. quanti.t7. task 
~ 
reveal that_ although a non ... s1gn1.f1.oant .. stat1.st.1ca.1. d1fter.en6e 
between the learning disabled and non ... learning disabled. 
children is tound, there are observabl.e .. dift.e.re.nc.ea .. b.etw.een. 
the two groups of children as far as their responses.in the 
quantity task, The learning disabled children have a higher 
percentage of non-conserver• and lower percentage of trans1-
-, 
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t1 onaL.and .. c.onserv1ng .. children . than do the n.on ... learn1ng .. 
disabled children, and each group.finds a.ditferent.dimen ... 
sion most sa.11•1':1:i.o The most salient dimension f'or ... the 
learning disabled children is height and width together, 
while for the non-learning disabled children, . he1.ght, width, 
and quantity together is most sal1ento There is als.o. an 
indication of an 1ncrea11ed ability .of .. the non .... learn1.ng. 
disabled children to utilize different dimension• and inte-
grate them with quant1tyo In addition, it.was.round.that tor 
the non-learning disabled ch1.ldr.en, .. theL.dimenst.on. or .quant1.ty 
is most associated with conservati0n ab111t.y,.· while .height or 
height and width together are least relevant.o In ... c.ontrast, 
the learning disabled ehildren .. wh.o. att.e.nded .. t.o ... quantity .. still 
do not conserve, but are trans'1 ti onal ,- and all ... other dimen-
ei ons are aasooiated w1 th no.n ... eonservat.1o.no 
A difference in the developmental seque.nee .. of .the 
acquisition of oonserv,-tion that the learning.di.sabled and 
non-learning disabled children progrees through 1, also 
notedo 'l'h1e difference 1s in the ut111zat1on by the learn-
ing diaabled children or the dimension or width and .. cruants!'ty, 
as opposed to height and quantity together o.r. he.lght,. width, 
and quant1tyo The direction of this. differ..ent .. trend. for .the 
learning d1 sabled children 1 s that they .,have not reached the 
stage of conservation development where. they can.integrate 
other dimensions with quant1 ty and. logi.oally explain the ... 
transformation they have witnessedo A further developmental 
trend,,,is seen in the number or stages involved in Figure lo 
'rhis reveals many more s.tages .in .c .. onservat1on .. a.cqu1.s1.tion. 
than the three. proposed b:,. Piaget •.. In .. addi..tl.on, ... the.. age. 
ranges matched with these stages indicate that all or the 
stages are interrelated and overlapo 
The results of the data on the conservation of substance 
,ask reveal a sta ti st1 oall7 .. IB!gni.f'.1 .. cant ... d1.tf.erence . .in .. t.he 
performanee of learni.ng. d.1.sabl.ed .. and ... no.n.~1e.arn1ng ... d1.sabl.ed .. 
children. This difference is seen in an increased ability 
L 
of the non-learning disabled to conserveo In. addi .. tlon, there 
are observable dit'ferenoes in the responses of_ the. __ .two ___ groups. 
The learning disabled children att.en.ded .. to .. fewer ... stimu1us. 
dimensions in their explanations .than did. the .. no.n~learni.ng 
disabled children, and each group .f.otmd ... a .. d.1.f'.f.ere.nt._ .. .st.imul.us 
dimension most sal1ento The m.ost .. sali.ent .dimension ..... f..o.r .. the 
learning di•abled children is size and shape together, while 
for the non-learning disabled children, shape is most.salient, 
with eize and shape a ver:,. o.laee .. s.eco.ndo ..... Th1.s ... sa11.en.ce. da.ta. 
also reveals an increased facility of the non-learn1ng.d1a-
abled children to attend to more stimulus dimension•o '?his 
extra dimension involved substance and shape together. 
Another di fterenee 1 a .found .. 1.n .. - tne .... r.ela.tio.n .... of ..... st.tmulua 
dimension to conservation ab111tyo . .I,t ... im f.ou.nd .that. __ f.or .. tb.e ... 
non-learning disabled children~ substance i.e .. the .mos.t .. re1e.-
vant to conservation, while shape toget1'1erwith substance is 
also relevant to conservation., The least relevant dimensions 
are size and shape together and the single dimension of sizeo 
In .. eontrast, the learning disabled children who attended to 
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substanc.e .did .. not conserve .but were .transitional, .. and .. the .... 
other dimensions were also found to.be irrelevant.for.conser-
vation. This data suggests a different sequence in conserva-
tion development between the . learning .... dl.sabl.e.d ... and .. .non.~learn~ 
ing disabled children. The difference. in this .. progre.a.11.on 
1 • in the use b7 the learning d.1 sabled children ... of .... si:z.e ... and 
shape together and the· failure to integrate shape wi.th sub'!"' 
stanceo In addition, there are developmental . trends .. evident 
in Figure 2 which indicate that there a.re more stage .. s ... 1n ... the 
acqu1il1 t1on of conservation of substance than .. the .. three .. . 
given by Piaget. Furthermore, the age ranges paired.with 
th••• stages suggest that they are all interrelated and 
overlap. 
Implications 
The implications of the d,ata on both conaervation .. tas.ks 
are broado The learning disabled children appear to .be. 
developing at a slower rate than the. non-learning ... di•abled. 
children with regard to the deve lopm.ent ... of logi.eal.. .thoughts. 
I.t this is the ease, studies dealing with accelerating.or 
improving the conservation ab111 ti~s or learning disabl.ed 
children may prov• valuable. In this respect, a long!.tudlnal 
study on learning disabled children which involves a pre~ 
test measure of conservation, s.tr.ength.ening .ot .. pe.r.ceptual. 
problem areas, and then training in conservation tol1owed. by 
a post-test of conservation ability would be excellent. 
~is.study might include the effects of different conserva-
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tion training ... procedures o.n learning disabled children and 
a measure of any transfer to the classroomo . 
The lack or randomization and. the small group involved 
in the present study suggesta the need for more carefully 
controlled research dealing with learning disabled children. 
One suggestion for a further study would. be to Jla.e a learning 
quotient to define the learning disable.d .and. to ... ooncentrate 
on specific disabilities, such as matho Another suggested 
study would be to correlate certain subtest scores of the 
Wechsler Intell15enoe Seale !.2,t Children with the conserva-
tion performance scores of learning disabled ohildreno 
Of course, replications of the present study are.recom-
mended and should be made, but .in addition . to this, .. there 
are several other implications within the r1search questions 
which suggest additional studieso On the continuous.quantity 
task, the learning disabled children fail to . .1.ntegra.t_e_ .the . 
dimensions ot height, and height and width together 0 .wtth 
the quantity dimensiono Inst•ad9 t~e learning disabled 
children appear to attend to width and quantity and are non-
conserverso The reason why the learning disabled attend; 1io 
width and quantity rather than height and quantity as the 
non-learning disabler~ do may be .because .. the. 1e.arn1ng. dis'!!!' .. 
abled are attending to the dimension whLoh takes .. up .. the .most 
space in their visual field. Thi.s. data ... s.ugge.st.s. that ... stimu-
lus -preference studies dealing with horizontal.spatial _ 
dimension may be valuableo This alao seems to suggest,that 
height is more relevant to conservation than widtho 
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The dev•l.opmenta1 .trend .. round .. to . be ... 1nv.olv.ed ... in .. the 
quant1 t:, taek, w,h1.ch suggests that ... the ... le.arn1ng .... d1.sable.d .. 
and non-learning disabled children may fellow a.d1ff'erent 
developmental sequence with regard to conservation .. acquisi-
tion, ma:, 1nd1oate that studies concerning Piaget•• stages 
and the conservation ability of learning disabled children 
would be worthwhile • .Another stud:, suggested .by the develop-
mental trend data would be to examine the. ohild~.s ... appr.oaeh 
to problem solving and its relation to ~rformance on conser-
vation. 
The data on the conservation of substance task. suggests, 
just as the quanti t:, data, that the .. l.earning ... di..sabl.ed. as_. __ 
compared to the non-learning._ di.sabl.e.d . .are .no.t .. int.agra.t.1.ng .. 
different dimensions with the subs.tanee. dimenai.on •... Thi.• 
problem w1 th the integration of dimensia.ns may be. the . ..reusult 
of several different but related difficulties. The child 
may simply have inadequate concepts of the d1~ensions in-
volved, or he ma:, have the concepts and be contusing themo 
Thi1 confusion may cause a breakdown 1n assoo1at1on 
processes, or the child may have a perceptual problem which 
1s causing him to incCl>rrectly perceive the dimension,. For 
example• this may be a problem w1 th. form constancy o .. . The..se 
1Diplicat1ons suggest the .. po.s.si.b1llt.3t-.of_ ••ir.e.ral .... st.udi.e.&o ... 
One such study might invol:ve .. sc.reening. the ... 1.earning ... disable.d 
child before the conservation ta.sks ... to. assure .. that ... he .. has .. 
the vocabulary and concept formation necessary for thetas~. 
Another might utilize only l.earn1ng disabled children with 
or without perceptual constancy problems. It the child is 
contusing the dimension involved, it may be worthwhile to 
give the learning disabled child a coneervation task•• a 
pre-test, then train or provide experience• in classification 
and handling of different atimul~s dimensions, and then give 
a post-test with a conservation task. 
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